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CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY OPERATIONS
MANUAL / HANDBOOK

History
The Inter-allied Confederation of Reserve Officers (CIOR) is a non-political, nongovernmental, non-profit confederation of national reserve associations of the signatory
countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). CIOR objectives include
increasing the defense capability of the North Atlantic Alliance by maintaining close liaison
with national defense organizations, fostering uniformity in the duties, rights, training and
deployment of reserve officers of the Alliance and developing relationships among Alliance
reserve officers in order to enhance professional knowledge and mutual understanding.
It is self-evident that communication among nations is vital to maintaining peaceful
relations and that within the context of the Alliance, the greater the level of English and
French comprehension and articulation, the greater the effectiveness of Alliance
communications. Accordingly, the CIOR Belgian Presidency (1998-2000) headed by
International President Lieutenant Colonel Eric Thiry, BEAFR and International Secretary
General Lieutenant Colonel Jean Pierre Vincke, BEAR, developed an initiative to teach
English and French as a foreign language to reserve officers of the emerging democracies of
Eastern and Central Europe.
The first course offered by CIOR taught English as a foreign language (EFL). It
convened in July 2000 at the Military University of the Ground Forces of the Czech Republic
located at Vyskov, Czech Republic. The faculty consisted of a chief instructor, four assistant
instructors, and a public affairs officer, all from the United States. The student body was
comprised of 21 students (16 Czechs, 2 Estonians and 3 Lithuanians).
The CIOR Danish Presidency (2000-2002), under the leadership of International
President Lieutenant Colonel Karsten Thuen and Secretary General, Lieutenant Colonel
Jesper Hjulmand, carried the EFL Program forward. Courses were offered in July 2001, at
The Baltic Defense College, Tartu, Estonia and the Purkyne Military Medical Academy,
Hradec Kralove, Czech Republic. The faculty consisted of a chief instructor and 12 assistant
instructors from Canada, Denmark, the United Kingdom and the United States. There were a
total of 48 students from the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania and Poland.
The success of these initial programs generated the early concept of the CIOR
Language Academy which was directed by RAdm Steve Yusem, USNR. The Academy now
convenes annually at a location in an Eastern or Central European country. The mission is
to teach both English and French as foreign languages to the reserve officers of NATO,
Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dialogue (MD), Euro-Atlantic Partnership
Council (EAPC) and neutral European nations.
The first session of the CIOR Language Academy was convened in July 2002 at the
Polish Naval Academy at Gdynia, Poland. Students came from the Czech Republic, Estonia,
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Hungary, Latvia, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Moldova, Poland and Russia.
In addition to English and French, courses were also offered in Polish history, Polish naval
history, NATO issues and CIOR orientation. Subsequent courses have been held at
Szentendre Hungary, Borovets Bulgaria, Poljce Slovenia, Predeal Romania, Skopje FYROM,
Istanbul Turkey, Charalitza Bulgaria, and Vyskov Czech Republic in 2010, with increasing
student and country representation. Expanding on a Swedish initiative that was begun to
fund 2 Russian officers, scholarships are now being provided by CIOR nations, CIOMR and
individual reserve officers. With these scholarships, many students have been able to
attend.
Under the directorship of Col Charles Holsworth, USAFR, the Academy has been
transformed further and both language courses have attained formal NATO Accreditation.
Some funding through NATO‟s Partnership for Peace (PfP) program is now being provided
for the expenses and academic materials of PfP and MD students.
Textbooks were initially provided by the United Kingdom Defence School of
Languages (DSL) at all three levels. Updates and replacements to these textbooks are
continuously needed. The FFL texts were initially provided by the Belgian Ecole Royale
Militaire Centre Linguistique and in 2006 the French began providing academic materials for
the French course. A complete curriculum has been developed for both courses and NATO
approved testing for skill level placement is being incorporated into the program.
This CLA Operations Manual addresses each of the vital components of the CIOR
Language Academy, its mission, administrative guidelines for the CIOR Presidency, the Staff
and the Faculty, Host Nation responsibilities for both the Academy and the Refresher
Courses, and Course Curriculum. Lastly various guidelines and checklists are attached as
aids to provide Language Academy guidance for future years.
The Academy Mission and Organization.
a.
The primary mission of the Academy is to teach English and French as foreign
languages (EFL/FFL), by means of reservist faculty instructing reservist students of PfP, MD,
neutral European and NATO nations.
b.

The principle goals of the Academy are to:
i.

Attract and train students from the reserve forces of all eligible countries.

ii.

Recruit a sufficient number of qualified instructors to provide instruction
for the proposed student load at CLA.

iii.

Secure sufficient funding to provide for CLA expenses.

iv.

Increase CLA visibility to help ensure all of the above goals.

c.
The Academy offers intensive courses teaching EFL and FFL at the proficiency
levels 1, 2 and 3 as the first three of those 6 proficiency levels specified by NATO Military
Agency for Standardization Agreement 6001 (STANAG 6001). Courses are designed to
develop listening comprehension and pronunciation skills. Classroom sessions use
audiotapes, natural speech, interview and debate techniques to enable students to obtain
accuracy at sound, word and sentence levels. Conversation practice uses topical
discussions in a military context. Learning objectives include expanding the student's ability
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to interact intelligibly in a military context, expanding the student's ability to interact in social
situations, ensuring that the student is understood by native speakers, expanding the
student's ability to understand what the student hears in a military context, participating in
group discussions, speaking with increased fluency and minimal hesitation, comprehending
short class lectures, comprehending the gist of conversational English and French,
expanding vocabulary in both written and spoken form and improving skill and confidence in
speaking and listening in English and French.
d.
As a secondary mission, the Academy teaches cultural and military history as a
supplement to its language program. The culture/history of the host nation is normally
provided by a host nation guest lecturer and portions of the curriculum address CIOR
background, philosophy of NATO and PfP as well as the United Nations Peacekeeping.
e.

The Academy organization is as follows:
CIOR
International President

Director CLA

CLA Administration and
Financial Officer

CLA Academic Director

EFL Faculty

FFL Faculty

f.
The Academy convenes once annually for a period of two weeks (to conform to
reserve training schedules and civilian teachers work schedules) preferably not to interfere
with the CIOR Summer Congress but to allow attendance there by CLA personnel as
desired. The Academy may also convene at other times during the year for one week
refresher courses.
The International Presidency. The International Presidency supports the Academy by:
a.
appointing a Chairman of the CIOR Language Academy Committee (CLAC)
who may/will be the Director and senior CIOR administrative officer of the Academy. The
director must be fluent in at least one of the official NATO languages and knowledge of both
would be desirable;
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b.
providing International Presidency staff officer as point of contact for the CLA
Committee;
c.
providing support in accordance with the CIOR Constitution and By-Laws for
the activities of the CLA Committee;
d.
maintaining a CIOR Language Academy reference on the CIOR website home
page ensuring it is current and used to advertise CLA activities;
e.
providing for access to a CIOR/CLA bank account for deposit and/or withdrawal
of CLA scholarship and expense funds as required that will minimize financial losses through
currency exchange and other bank charges;
f.
designating, for CIOR Council approval, a CLA Host Nation for Academy and
Refresher Courses (NLT CIOR Annual Congress for following year);
g.
directing the Public Affairs Committee to designate a public affairs officer to
assist the Language Academy staff for the CLA. (NLT CIOR Annual Congress for following
year);
h.
directing the PfP Committee to designate a committee member to assist the
CLAC and CLA staff in making contact and attracting students from PfP and MD nations to
the CLA. (NLT CIOR Annual Congress for following year);
i.
provides support for the CLA Director and CLAC as required to ensure the
appointment of a CLA Scholarship and Sponsorship Coordinator and a CLA Student Affairs
Coordinator to the CLA staff to administer the scholarship and sponsorship program and
coordinate student affairs. The same person may fill both of these positions if desired. (NLT
CIOR Annual Congress for following year);
j.
appointing a CLA Scholarship Board of 3 persons to review and select
scholarship awardees (NLT CIOR Annual Congress for following year);
k.
inviting PfP, MD, neutral European and NATO nations to nominate students
and qualified instructors to the Academy;
l.
allocating appropriate resources to maintain and fund the Academy as
budgeted for, including learning materials, public affairs coverage, hospitality funds and
receptions, and travel where appropriate;
m.
providing NATO handbooks and the CIOR publications for student use in the
classroom; and
n.
providing support as required for the storage of learning materials, public affairs
materials and other items when the Academy is not in session and transportation of these
materials to the next CLA location.
The Academy Director will:
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a.
be responsible for the operation and administration of the Academy and is
responsible to the CIOR International President;
b.

maintain close communications with the CIOR International Presidency;

c.
maintain close communications with the CLAC, the CLA staff and CLA faculty
via all means available;
d.
maintain close communications with the CLAC Secretary who is elected in
accordance with the CIOR C&BL, and who shall automatically be considered for the position
of Assistant Academy Director. Academy Director will appoint an Assistant Academy
Director. The Assistant Academy Director will assist the Academy Director as requested in
the execution of this program and be prepared to act in their absence as necessary. (NLT
CIOR Annual Congress for the following year);
e.
appoint an Academic Director, preferably a professional holding an advanced
degree in the academic field of EFL/FFL, who shall serve as the senior faculty member. It is
preferred that the Academic Director be able to communicate in both English and French.
(NLT CIOR Annual Congress for the following year);
f.
coordinate with the Presidency and the CIOR Public Affairs Committee for the
appointment of a public affairs officer to the CLA staff to provide coverage by photography,
computer, video or any available media and coordinate with the host nation for VIP day and
other VIP visits. (NLT CIOR Annual Congress for following year);
g.
coordinate with the Presidency and the CLAC for the appointment of a CLA
Scholarship and Sponsorship Coordinator and a CLA Student Affairs Coordinator to the CLA
staff to administer the scholarship and sponsorship program and coordinate student affairs.
The same person may fill both of these positions if desired. (NLT CIOR Annual Congress for
following year);
h.
ensure that a written announcement form for the CLA course is prepared and
widely distributed, and posted on the CIOR website (NLT CIOR Fall In-Between Meeting)
i.
ensure the disbursement of the CLA faculty application form to all former
faculty members, CIOR Vice Presidents and other sources of faculty recruiting. (NLT CIOR
Fall In-Between Meeting);
j.
coordinate with the Academic Director in the selection of the Assistant
Academic Director and in recommendations to the CLAC of faculty for each session of the
CLA based on resumes/CVs submitted and experience in the field. (NLT the CIOR Midwinter
Meeting);
k.
ensure that the CLA Scholarship Board, as appointed by the President, is
provided with all CLA Scholarship applications for review and recommendation of CLA
scholarship recipients in accordance with the CIOR CLA Scholarship Guidelines (NLT 2
months prior to CLA) (See Annex I of the CLA Handbook);
l.
ensure coordination of the arrival and departure of faculty and administration
personnel for the CLA main course. The Host Nation is responsible for this task at refresher
courses;
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m.
consult with the Academic Director and the CLAC to ensure that all available
CLA resources and materials are updated annually and sent to all faculty members
electronically at least 4 weeks prior to the commencement of CLA main course and refresher
course. (See Annex F and Annex G of CLA Handbook);
n.
consult with the Scholarship Board, the Scholarship and Sponsorship
Coordinator, and the Student Affairs Coordinator to ensure that CLA Scholarships are
awarded fairly and efficiently to students attending the CLA main course. (See Annex H of
CLA Handbook);
o.
coordinate with the Academic Director and the CLAC in preparing the
curriculum and a class schedule for both the main and refresher courses;
p.
encourage through the Academic Director, the teaming up of experienced
instructors with inexperienced instructors in a classroom, in an effort to provide suitably
trained faculty members for each CLA session;
q.
at the conclusion of each Academy session, prepare a report to the
International President for distribution to other appropriate offices, including NATO, SHAPE
and the NRFC;
r.
coordinate with the Academic Director and the Host Nation POC at the
conclusion of the CLA in preparing an inventory of and arranging for storage of academic
materials until delivery to the next CLA location;
s.
develop an annual budget in coordination with the CLAC for submission to the
International President; and
t.
where required by the sponsoring nation, or as recognition of outstanding
performance by CLA staff and faculty members, oversee the preparation and filing of military
evaluation reports in respect to reserve officer participation.
The CLA Academic Director will, in addition to those items in paragraph 5 below;
a.
coordinate with the Academy Director to select an Assistant Academic Director
for each year of the CLA. The Assistant Academic Director will assist the Academic Director
as requested in the execution of CLA guidelines in this Handbook and be prepared to
assume the duties of the Academic Director in their absence if necessary. (NLT the CIOR
Annual Congress for the following year);
b.
coordinate with the Academy Director to recommend to the CLAC the selection
of the faculty for each year of the CLA based on resumes submitted and experience in the
field. (NLT the CIOR Midwinter Meeting);
c.
make every effort to team up experienced instructors with inexperienced
instructors in a classroom;
d.
maintain close communications with the Academy Director and Assistant
Academic Director by all means available;
e.
coordinate with the CLAC and in consultation with the Academy Director,
prepare the curriculum for both the main and refresher courses. (NLT CIOR Midwinter
Meeting);
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f.
prepare a class schedule for each session of the CLA in coordination with the
Academy Director. (NLT one month prior to beginning of the CLA);
g.
consult with the Academy Director and the CLAC to ensure that all available
CLA resources and materials are updated annually and send those available electronically to
all faculty members at least 4 weeks prior to the commencement of CLA main course and
refresher course. (See Annex F and Annex G of CLA Handbook);
h.
at the commencement of each CLA session, ensure that the faculty administer
a standard proficiency test to each student in order to assign students to the most
appropriate proficiency level for each language;
i.
be responsible for evaluating and monitoring instructors to ensure appropriate
educational practices are implemented consistent with the curriculum and goals of the CLA ;
and
j.
be responsible for coordinating with the Academy Director and the Host Nation
at the conclusion of the CLA in preparing an inventory of and coordinating storage of
academic materials until delivery to the next CLA location.
The CLA Faculty will;
a.
be reserve officers with expertise in providing language instruction, preferably
in English or French as a foreign language. Exceptions may be approved by the Academy
Director;
b.
for the main CLA course, arrange for their own military orders and per diem
compensation, or reimbursement for expenses if available, with their respective CIOR Vice
President and sponsoring Reserve Associations, or be prepared to pay for their own travel,
meals and lodging;
c.
for the CLA Refresher Course, arrange for their own military orders, or
reimbursement for expenses if available, with their respective CIOR Vice President and
sponsoring Reserve Associations, or be prepared to pay for their travel unless voluntarily
provided by the host nation. Lodging and meals will be provided by the host nation at no
cost to the instructor or to CIOR;
d. travel with passport, visas, country clearance, and military identification card,
where required and applicable;
e. forward complete arrival and departure schedules to the Academic and Academy
Directors not less than 30 days before the convening date of the CLA;
f. provide to the Academic Director, if possible, mobile telephone numbers or other
means by which they may be reached from the time of their departure from the sponsoring
nations to their arrival at the CLA site;
g. arrive on-site not later than 1500 on the Saturday before the convening date of the
CLA course, or as directed otherwise by the Academy Director;
h. wear service dress uniform on the first day of the course, the VIP reception, the
graduation ceremony and as may be further ordered by the Academy Director, otherwise, the
dress for the remainder of classes is civilian casual (no jeans, shirts with collars only). The
uniform requirements do not apply to the refresher course;
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i. review and be familiar with all CLA materials supplied prior to the beginning of the
CLA and CLA Refresher Courses;
j. administer a standard proficiency test to each student prior to the beginning of
each Academy session, in coordination with the Academic Director, in order to assign
students to the most appropriate class for each language; and
k. perform duties as assigned by the Academic Director to help ensure the smooth
and efficient operation of the CLA and maximum positive visibility.
The CLA Staff will;
a.
be fluent speakers of either English or French and efforts should be made to
have a proportionate representation of each on the staff;
b.
arrange for their own military orders and per diem compensation, if available, or
reimbursement for expenses, with their respective CIOR Vice President and sponsoring
Reserve Associations; or be prepared to pay for their own travel, meals and lodging;
c.
travel with passport, visas, country clearance, and military identification card,
where required and applicable;
d.
forward complete arrival and departure schedule to the Academy Director not
less than 30 days before the convening date of the CLA;
e.
provide to the Academy Director, if possible, mobile telephone numbers or
other means by which they may be reached from the time of their departure from the
sponsoring nations to their arrival at the CLA site;
f.
arrive on-site not later than 1500 on the Saturday before the convening date of
the CLA course, or as directed otherwise by the Academy Director;
g.
wear service dress uniform on the first day of the course, the VIP reception, the
graduation ceremony and as may be further ordered by the Academy Director, otherwise, the
dress code for the remainder of the CLA is civilian casual (no jeans, shirts with collars only);
and
h.
perform duties as assigned by the Academy Director to help ensure the smooth
and efficient running of the CLA and maximum visibility.
The CLA Administrative and Financial Officer will;
a.
session;

follow the guidelines as described for CLA staff when attending the actual CLA

b.
ensure that the Academy Student Application form, Scholarship Application
form, Scholarship and Sponsorship Donation form and the NATO PfP funding application
form and instructions are current, in both official languages, and posted electronically on the
CIOR website (NLT CIOR Mid-Winter Meeting);
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c.
prepare covering letters for the CIOR President's signature to accompany
CIOR announcement of the CLA course, CIOR Language Academy Application forms, and
Scholarship and Sponsorship Donation forms (immediately following Mid-Winter Meeting);
d.
send the CIOR announcement of the CLA course, Student Application forms,
the CLA Scholarship, and Sponsorship Donation forms to both potential donors and sources
of students to include, but not limited to the following (immediately following Mid-Winter
Meeting);
e.
establish procedure for deposit of scholarship funds into CIOR / CLA
Scholarship Bank Account (simultaneous with sending of Scholarship donation form);
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
f.
accuracy;
h.

CIOR Vice Presidents and Assistant Secretary Generals
CIOMR Vice Presidents and Assistant Secretary Generals
CIOMR, NRFC Presidents
All Reserve Associations in NATO, NATO Partners, Partnership for
Peace countries, Mediterranean Dialogue countries
NATO, NATO Partners, Partnership for Peace, Mediterranean Dialogue
Ministers of Defence (MOD‟s)
Past Scholarship and Sponsorship Donors
Commercial and private organizations as appropriate
Past students

review all submitted Scholarship Application forms to ensure completeness and

maintain a record of the donations received;

i.
decline donations from religious and politically affiliated groups unless it can be
assured that no improprieties can be associated with the acceptance of the donation;
j.
notify all donors of the name and nationality of the student(s) who will be
supported by their donation;
k. provide a receipt to each donor, covered by a letter of thanks from the CIOR
President;
l.
review all submitted student scholarship applications to ensure completeness
and accuracy in accordance with the student eligibility guidelines and priorities listed below.
(Immediately upon receiving the student application);
m.
following

ensure adherence to student Eligibility Guidelines and Acceptance Priorities: (the
guidelines
will
be
followed
in
establishing student
enrollment);
i.
ii.
iii.

First or second time CLA students
PfP and MD nation students
Active Reservists have priority over Retired Military or Active Duty
Military

n. provide the CLA Scholarship Board an electronic list of eligible applicants for
scholarship along with a copy of their completed student applications, financial disclosure
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form, and scholarship applications (NLT two days after the Student and Scholarship
application
deadline);

form.

o. provide the CLA Scholarship Board with a copy of each scholarship donation
(NLT two days after the Student and Scholarship application deadline);

p. verify the carried over balance of the Scholarship Fund from the CIOR
Presidency prior to the spring IBM and designate these funds according to the donors‟
desires at the time of donation. This information will be forwarded to the Scholarship Board.
(NLT two days after the Student and Scholarship application deadline);
q.

coordinate NATO sponsorship for

CLA students from PfP countries;

r.
notify all chosen students and Reserve Associations of their acceptance for
attendance
at
the
CLA
course.
(Immediately
after
selection);
s.
Director,

prepare listing of students accepted and send to all students, the Academic
and
Academy
Director.
(Immediately
after
selection);

t.
provide the Academy Director and the CLAC with the correct disbursement of
Sponsorship/Scholarship Funds and a listing of all current scholarship awards and
sponsorship donations;
u. accept student applications for reimbursement for travel and approved expenses
under the scholarship/sponsorship programs, validate the expenses, and pay at the CLA as
required. Actual and reasonable expenses consistent with the CLA Guidelines will be
reimbursed. Wherever possible, the student is to provide the appropriate receipt validating
the claim. Obtain a receipt from each recipient. Receipts and a listing of any other expenses
to be reimbursed and the names and addresses of those to be paid, after the conclusion of
the CLA, will be forwarded to the CIOR Presidency for payment;
v. accomplish all student coordination with the Host Nation in accordance with this
Handbook
and
as
detailed
directions
for
CLA
staff;
w. maintain a current list of accepted students and coordinate with CLA Director and
Academic Director. (Immediately following the student application deadline);
x. coordinate with the Academic Director and Academy Director to obtain the class
schedule / daily chart and send it to all accepted students along with any other information
necessary. (NLT 2 weeks prior to CLA start);
y. provide the Host Nation Liaison Officer with the travel itineraries of all students,
with all detailed information about the students dates and times of arrival and departure,
mode of transportation, if driving the motor vehicle, make and license / driving plate number,
etc.
(NLT1
week
prior
to
CLA
start);
z.

prepare receipts for the payment of the CLA registration fee;

aa. attend CLA course as part of the CLA staff, prepared to coordinate student arrival
and departure and other non-academic and administrative matters; and
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bb. reconcile (with the CIOR Presidency Staff) the Sponsorship/Scholarship fund
status after each CLA and report on any carry-forward available for the next year to the
Academy Director.
The CLA Committee (CLAC) will;
a.
recommend to the CIOR Council, in coordination with the PfP Committee, a
host nation and alternate for the CLA and CLA Refresher Courses. (NLT CIOR Annual
Congress for the following year)
b.
be responsible for administering the CLA Scholarship and Sponsorship
Program in coordination with the CLA Scholarship and Sponsorship Coordinator.
c.
approve the appointment, in coordination with the CIOR Presidency, of a CLA
Scholarship and Sponsorship Coordinator and a CLA Student Affairs Coordinator to the CLA
staff, to administer the scholarship and sponsorship program and coordinate student affairs.
The same person may fill both of these positions if desired. (NLT CIOR Annual Congress for
following year)
d.
establish / update guidelines for scholarship and sponsorship donations (NLT
CIOR Annual Congress for following year)
e.
ensure that course notification and registration requirements are conducted in
accordance with CLA Handbook guidelines and priorities (NLT CIOR Annual Congress for
following year)
f.
recommend to the CIOR Presidency, in coordination with the host nations,
course locations and facilities within the host nation for CLA and CLA Refresher Courses of
the following year (NLT CIOR Fall In-Between Meeting)
g.
recommend to the CIOR Presidency, in coordination with the host nations, CLA
course dates for CLA and CLA Refresher Courses of the following year (NLT CIOR Fall InBetween Meeting)
h.
approve course curriculum for CLA and CLA Refreshers in coordination with
the CLA Academic Director (NLT CIOR Midwinter Meeting)
i.
establish academic material supply requirements in coordination with the CLA
Academic Director and ensure sufficient availability for CLA and CLA refreshers (NLT CIOR
Midwinter Meeting / On-going)
j.
establish student / faculty ratios based on faculty and staff availability and Host
Nation facility availability (NLT CIOR Midwinter Meeting)
k.
establish / update course registration costs based on course funding and actual
costs (NLT CIOR Midwinter Meeting)
l.
approve the appointment of highly qualified faculty and staff, ensuring sufficient
mix of experienced and inexperienced individuals (NLT CIOR Midwinter Meeting)
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m.
coordinate funding requirements with NATO and other sources (CIOR
Midwinter Meeting / On-going)
n.
coordinate with NATO and other potential partners to seek further course
accreditation and certification (CIOR Midwinter Meeting / On-going)
o.
perform duties as assigned by the CLAC Chairman/Academy Director to help
ensure the smooth and efficient operation of the CLA.
CLA Refresher Course
a.
The CLAC will assist Reserve Associations to conduct a refresher course by
providing instructor staff.
b.
The purpose of CLA Refresher Courses is to reinforce the learning of students
who have attended the Language Academy, primarily to prevent skill fade in speaking. Prior
attendance at CLA is preferable but not mandatory, however Refreshers are not for
beginners.
c.
A maximum of two Refresher Courses can be held each year. Preferably in
two separate countries who have previously hosted the main CLA. Courses will be run spring
(Jan-Mar) and autumn/winter late Oct-Dec.
d.
Bids to host a refresher course must be made to the Academy Director before
the “Fall in-between-meeting” for the following year.
e.
There should be a minimum of 12 and a maximum of 30 students on each
course, the numbers to be notified to the Director of CLA one month before the start date of
each course.
f.
Students are to be selected from the host nation, provided and coordinated for
by host nation, which is to administer its own students. If the host nation cannot meet the
minimum course load, or has not exceeded the maximum course load, the host nation may
invite non-host nation students, preferably CLA graduates and minimally of intermediate
language skills in the language of instruction.
g.

Students must be Intermediate or Advanced language level only.

h.
The Academic Director, in coordination with the CLAC and in conjunction with
the CLA Director, is to provide the curriculum and specimen timetable according to which the
refresher course is to be run.
i.
The curriculum, developed by the Academic Director of CLA, is normally the
same as provided for the CLA main course as referenced in the CLA handbook, but in an
abbreviated and flexible format.
j.

Instructors must have participated in at least one previous main CLA course.

k.
The Senior instructor (or the only instructor, if only one is sent) is to be
appointed by the Academic Director of the refresher course by the CLA Academic Director.
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l.
Instructors arrive Saturday, preparation on Sunday to teach in classroom MonFri, Saturday instruction in the field and depart on Sunday;
m.
Students arrive Monday with classroom instruction Monday through Friday, on
Saturday instruction outside the classroom and the course debrief with departure Saturday
afternoon.
n.

Minimum of 2 instructors provided and coordinated for through the CLAC.

o.
Minimum student ratio 12 for 2 instructors, and maximum student ratio 20 for 2
instructors. An additional instructor needed per 8 students and to be negotiated with the
Academy director.
p.
Cost of instructor transportation from home to site of Refresher Course
provided by instructor.
q.

The host nation:

i.
Will provide adequate facilities for lodging and classroom instruction of
all attendees;
ii.
Will provide adequate daily messing facilities, including facilities for
those arriving on Saturday and Sunday, breakfast for the convening Monday, and
departure Sunday;
iii.

Will provide Instructor‟s room and meal costs and expenses;

iv.
May charge student tuition and administrative costs; charges to non-host
nation students must be equitable to the charges applied to host nation students.
v.
May charge student registration fee to cover expenses of lodging and
meals as required, but must collect and handle it.
vi.
Will provide the administrative/classroom materials as referenced in
Annex A of this Handbook except only of a quantity comparable to the number of
students and instructors attending

16

ANNEX A:

EXPECTATIONS OF NATIONS APPLYING TO HOST THE LANGUAGE ACADEMY

a.
Send a representative to the CIOR Mid-Winter Meeting in Brussels to work with the
CLAC and the council;
b.
Provide a tour of the proposed academy site and facilities, which must be on the same
site, for the Academy Director or his representative, no later than the CIOR Mid-Winter
Meeting.

17

ANNEX B:

HOST NATION TASKS - CLA AND CLA REFRESHER

The host nation is required to conduct the following for the CLA main course as
applicable.
a.
send a representative to the CIOR Mid Winter Meeting in Brussels to work with
the CLAC and the council;
b.
provide a tour of the proposed academy site and facilities, which must be on
the same site, for the Academy Director or his representative no later than the CIOR Mid
Winter Meeting.
c.
not less than three months prior to the convening date of the Academy, open a
host nation email address and web page specific to the Academy;
d.
not less than three months prior to the convening date of the Academy,
designate an information technology officer as a point of contact;
e.
not less than three months prior to the convening date of the Academy, provide
a map showing the exact route to the facility, with narrative directions within the city;
f.
not less than three months prior to the convening date of the Academy, provide
a list of all host nation resources available in the vicinity of the Academy facility (gymnasium,
swimming pool, shopping, restaurants, medical facilities, etc.);
g.
designate contact officers for arrival, manning telephones with English
speakers, and provide mobile phone numbers and facility phone numbers for contact by
administration, faculty and students en route to the Academy;
h.
develop a plan and provide procedures for emergency medical treatment of
Academy attendees;
i.
develop social schedules for non-classroom time as well as local cultural events
in coordination with CLA Academic Director and Academy Director;
j.
Organize an ice-breaker stand-up event, offering food, on the evening of the
students‟ arrival;
k.
support the graduation ceremony in coordination with CLA staff, and organize a
national party on the evening of the closing ceremony;
l.
provide a VIP day facility (meeting space and reception / meal capable) and
distribute VIP invitations for VIP programs (in coordination with CLA Director);
m.
develop plan for transportation of CLA attendees to and from airport / train / bus
stations and to planned events during the CLA;
n.
coordinate with the Academic Director at the conclusion of the CLA to provide
an inventory of academic materials to the Academy Director;
o.
provide the name and contact information for an individual to be in charge of
storage and delivery of the CLA academic materials to the next designated location for the
CLA;
18

p.
provide a CLA-session group photograph to every participant, including
students, instructors and staff to be distributed during the closing ceremony.
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ANNEX C:

HOST NATION RESPONSIBILITIES - CLA

The HOST NATION will provide the following facilities, equipment and logistics support in
addition to those Tasks listed at ANNEX A above:

Facilities: All facilities should be in close proximity to allow walking access to all.
Facility is required 2 days prior to the opening ceremony and one day after the closing
ceremony)
1.

Academy facility for 100 maximum number of students (dependent on number of
Instructors available)

2.

Lodging and Dining a.
provide suitable lodging to house all CLA attendees (staff, instructors,
students, approximately 125 maximum.
b.
staff and faculty single rooms
c.
students single and double rooms (single should be requested
specifically, or assigned to Colonel/Captain and above ranks)
d.
provide suitable dining facility capable of serving all meals to all
attendees
e.
Staff feeding 2 days before opening ceremony and up to 1 day after
closing ceremony
f.
Students feeding one day before opening ceremony and up to 1 day
after closing ceremony

3.

Classrooms –
a.
one classroom for each instructor team,
b.
desks and chairs for 13-16 students, preferably able to be moved within
the classroom. (layout needs to be flexible)
c.
whiteboard (preferred) or blackboard
d.
computer with internet (high speed if possible)
e.
computer projection capability, TV or screen.
f.
weekend and evening access.

4.

Faculty / Instructors Office –
a.
Two rooms equipped with desk and chair for each member of the
faculty,
b.
Whiteboard (preferred) or blackboard
c.
2 computers with internet access (high speed if possible),
d.
computer printing capability,
e.
telephone with outside line
f.
weekend and evening access.

5.

Staff office –
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

One room with 3 desks, 5 chairs,
2 computers with internet access (high speed if possible)
computer printing capability,
telephone with outside line
weekend and evening access
20

6.

Auditorium –
a.
125 person capacity with projection facilities,
b.
Internet projection capability
c.
Can be used for opening and closing ceremonies

7.

Student Lounge facility –
a.
tables and chairs for student use
b.
telephones available for student use with outside line capable of phone
card use
c.
Minimum 3 computers with internet access for student use
d.
Computer printing capability
e.
Coffee/tea/refreshments available at classroom break times
f.
Bar facility capable during evening / weekends

8.

Sports / exercise facility

9.

Facility for individual laundry of personal clothing

Logistics and Equipment
10.

Provide an on-site liaison officer (non student), medical procedures and transport for
social activities when academic facilities are not co-located

11.

Provide point-of-contact for secure delivery and storage of academic materials from
prior CLA or CLA refresher course for use at current course and storage or delivery
afterwards

12.

Provide for printing of academic materials based on additional number of students, if
required

13.

Photocopy/fax/scan in staff office
a.
should be capable of collate and staple
b.
Spare toner available

14.

Photocopy/fax/scan in faculty office
a.
should be capable of collate and staple
b.
color capability preferred
c.
Spare toner available

15.

Three Power point projectors available for classrooms and auditorium use

16.

Five CD / DVD players with monitors available for classroom and auditorium use.

17.

Five Cassette audio players for classroom use.

18.

Provide for color printing of Graduation Certificates for students and Award
Certificates– (Certificate computer template available from CLAC)

19.

Provide dictionaries from the language of the host nation to English and to French;

20.

Administrative course materials:
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-

spare photocopy machine toner
spare printer ink cartridges
2 boxes x 5 packets of A4 photocopy paper
1 packet of A3 paper
1 lined pad per student
pens and pencils for students
poster/flip chart pad and tripod (each classroom + 1 in hall + 1 in staff room)
1 set of markers for flip chart pad for each classroom
1 set of chalk (3 colours) for each classroom
1 eraser for boards in each classroom
stapler and staples (2 in instructor‟s room, 2 in staff room)
scissors (2 in instructor‟s room, 2 in staff room)
paper cutter / guillotine
drawing pins
double hole puncher
correcting fluid (2 in instructor‟s room, 2 in staff room)
thumb tacks
paper clips
scotch tape (3)
hole punch
nametags for all
desk nametags/place-markers for all
two boxes computer CD or DVD blank disks
One roll of 2" wide masking tape per classroom and 1 in staff room

22

Required Item

Details

Accommodations:

commence Saturday Staff, Sunday
Students, end Saturday

Capacity for up to 125
persons

Single Rooms Staff (minimum 20) 20

17

Additional Single Rooms Students 40
Double Rooms Students
30
(maximum 40 - Double rooms plus
additional single rooms must be
sufficient for up to 100 students)

16
16

Minimum standard 1suite per 2
persons

16

Water closet/Ablutions
Areas (if not included in
individual rooms)
Laundry Service
Exercise Facility

Number

Change of Bed linens/week/person 2
Personal clothing
Some capacity to allow for
1
personal fitness routines is
desirable

Days
Persons
Required

94
14

Sub-total Accommodations:

23

Cost/Person/Day Cost/Day Total Cost
or Item
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Messing Facility:
Capacity to serve 125
persons maximum
Instructors/Staff:
commences first Sunday

commences first Saturday staff,
Sunday Students, ends Saturday

If applicable:
commences first
Sunday, ends last
Saturday (staff)
If applicable:
(commences first
Saturday, ends last
Friday)
If applicable:

- additional cost for weekend
Lunch (1300-1400)

Students:
commences first
Monday, ends last
Saturday
If applicable:
commences first
Monday, ends last
Saturday
If applicable:
commences First
Sunday, ends last Friday
If applicable:

Breakfast (0700-0800)

- additional cost for weekend
Supper (1900-2000)

100

15

25

20

15
15

25
25
€ 0.00
€ 0.00

15

25
€ 0.00
€ 0.00

16

25
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00

- additional cost for weekend

Breakfast (0700-0800)

- additional cost for weekend
Lunch (1300-1400)

- additional cost for weekend
Supper (1900-2000)

14

100
€ 0.00
€ 0.00

14

100
€ 0.00
€ 0.00

14

100

- additional cost for weekend
Morning Coffee
Afternoon Coffee

13
12

Sub-total - Rooms and
Meals

25

125
125

€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00

Academic Facility:
(must have evening and
weekend access)
Classrooms
Instructor Room
Lecture Hall
Classroom Equipment:

Instructor Room
Equipment

Student Lounge

seats and desks for 16
1 with seats and desks for 5
1 with seats and desks for 4
seats for 125, projection
equipment
Computer
Internet Connection
Computer connected projector
whiteboard (preferred) or
blackboard
CD/DVD (European)
CD/DVD (North American)
Monitor (European, capable of
DVD and VCR input)
Monitor (North American,
capable of DVD and VCR input)
Audio Cassette Player
Computer

10
1
1
1

16
16
16
16

10
10
10
10

16
16
16
16

4
4
10

16
16
16

10

16

5
2

16
16

Internet Connection
whiteboard (preferred) or
blackboard
Printer
Telephone with outside line
Computer
Tables and Chairs
Telephones with outside line
Computer Printer
Bar facility evenings/weekends

2
2

16
16

2
1
3

16
16
15

3
1
1

15
15
15

€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00

Sub-total - Academic
Facililty

€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
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€ 0.00

Administrative and
Logistic Support:
Staff Office with
weekend and evening
access

Logistic Support

Staff Office with 4 desks and 6
chairs

1

16

Computer
Internet Access
Colour capable printer
Fax/photocopier/scanner
Telephone with outside line

2
2
1
1
1

16
16
16
16
16

spare photocopy machine toner
spare printer ink cartridges
Packets of A4 photocopy paper
(500 sheet/packet)
Packet of A3 paper (500 sheets)
Lined writing pad
Writing Pens
Writing Pencil
poster/flip chart pad and tripod
(each classroom + 1 in hall + 1 in
staff room
Set of 5 markers for flip chart
pad
Set of whiteboard markers/chalk
(3 colours)
Eraser (whiteboard or chalkboard
as appropriate)
Stapler
Staples
scissors (paper)
paper cutter / guillotine
Two-hole paper punch
Single hole paper punch
correcting fluid (2 in instructor's
room, 2 in staff room)
thumb tacks (1000)
drawing pins (1000)

2
3
10
1
1
1
1
7

€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00

80
80
80

€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00

15
€ 0.00

7
€ 0.00
5
€ 0.00
6
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00

4
500
4
1
2
2
4

€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00

1
2
27

paper clips (1000)
scotch tape (rolls)
Adhesive nametags (Roll/50
tags)
desk nametags/place-markers
Computer disks
2" wide masking tape (roll)

1
3
5

€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 0.00

94
25
8

Sub-total Admin and
Log:

€ 0.00
Total Academic Requirements:
Projected number of students:
Projected number of staff:
Tuition/Student:
CLA Working Budget:

100
25
€ 300.00
€ 0.00

"I certify that this submission accurately reflects the Host
Nation Support bid for:
(Insert the proper name of the Association submitting this
bid)

(signature of Association's authorizing Official)
"I certify that this submission for Host Nation Support has
been submitted by:
(Insert the proper name of the Association submitting this
bid)

(signature of the Director, CIOR Language Academy)
28

€ 0.00
€0.00
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ANNEX D:

HOST NATION RESPONSIBILITIES – CLA REFRESHER COURSE

The HOST NATION will provide the following facilities, equipment and logistics support in
addition to those Tasks listed at Section 10 and ANNEX A above:
Facilities:
1.

Academy facility for total number of students (dependent on number of Instructors
available)

2.

Lodging
a.
b.
c.

3.

Classrooms –
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

4.

one classroom for each instructor team,
desks and chairs for 13-16 students, preferably able to be moved within the
classroom.
whiteboard (preferred) or blackboard
computer with internet (high speed if possible)
computer projection capability,
weekend and evening access.

Faculty / Instructors Office –
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

5.

Provide suitable lodging to house all CLA attendees
Staff and faculty single rooms
Students double rooms (unless single requested specifically)

One room with desk and chair for each member of the faculty,
Whiteboard (preferred) or blackboard
1 computer for each instructor with internet access (high speed if possible),
computer printing capability,
telephone with outside line
weekend and evening access

Auditorium –
a.

Capacity for all staff and students with internet projection facilities,

6.

Student Lounge facility –
a.
tables and chairs for student use
b.
telephones available for student use with outside line
c.
3 computers with internet access for student use
d.
Computer printing capability
e.
Coffee/tea/refreshments available at classroom break times
f.
Bar facility capable during evening / weekends

7.

Sports / exercise facility

8.

Facility for individual laundry of personal clothing
30

Logistics and Equipment
9.

Provide point-of-contact for secure delivery and storage of academic materials from
prior CLA or CLA refresher course for use at current course and storage or delivery
afterwards

10.

Provide for printing of additional academic materials based on additional number of
students, if required

11.

Photocopy/fax/scan in faculty office
a.
should be capable of collate and staple
b.
color capability preferred
c.
Spare toner available

12.

Two Power point projectors available for classrooms and auditorium use

13.

Three CD / DVD players with monitors available for classroom and auditorium use.

14.

Cassette audio player in each classroom

15.

Provide for printing of Graduation Certificates for students –(Certificate computer
template available from CLAC)

16.

Provide dictionaries from the language of the host nation to English and to French;

17.

Administrative course materials:
- spare photocopy machine toner
- spare printer ink cartridges
- 1 box x 5 packets of A4 photocopy paper
- 1 packet of A3 paper
- 1 lined pad per student
- pens and pencils for students
- poster/flip chart pad and tripod (each classroom + 1 in hall + 1 in staff room)
- 1 set of markers for flip chart pad for each classroom
- 1 set of chalk (3 colours) for each classroom
- 1 eraser for boards in each classroom
- stapler and staples (2 in instructor‟s room)
- scissors (2 in instructor‟s room)
- paper cutter / guillotine
- drawing pins
- double hole puncher
- correcting fluid (2 in instructor‟s room)
- thumb tacks
- paper clips
- scotch tape (2)
- hole punch
- nametags for all
- desk nametags/place-markers for all
- Computer disks
One roll of 2" wide masking tape per classroom and 1 in instructor room
31
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ANNEX E:

1.

ACADEMIC DIRECTOR’S GUIDELINES FOR CLA

AIMS

CIOR Language Academy EFL and FFL courses were designed to develop listening and
speaking skills and focus on initiating and increasing students‟ ability to communicate in
English and French, the 2 official NATO languages. These languages will be taught at
different levels with the following aims:
a. Utilitarian – to be used as a means of effective communication and as a foundation for
further study.
b. Intellectual – to introduce awareness of language and how it works, learning study
methods and how to learn.
c. Cultural – to broaden horizons and foster awareness of other social and military
cultures and their „modus operandi‟.
d. Personal – to develop students‟ initiative and self-confidence to enable them to apply
their knowledge and understanding in a variety of relevant contexts and to develop
positive attitudes to EFL and FFL.

2.

OBJECTIVES

It is envisaged that EFL will be taught at Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Levels and
FFL at Lower and Upper Levels, depending on the initial standard of the student. Each
course will have the following objectives:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

3.

Expand the student‟s ability to interact intelligibly in a military context.
Expand the student‟s ability to interact in social situations.
Improve pronunciation and distraction of speech delivery.
Expand the student‟s ability to understand what he/she hears in a military context.
Give an oral presentation on a military topic.
Comprehend the gist of conversational English and French in longer passages.
Expand breadth and depth of vocabulary in both written and spoken forms.
Improve skill and confidence in speaking and listening in English and French.

ACTIVITIES
a. Pronunciation practice by means of CD in a classroom setting.
b. Pronunciation practice in both large and small groups and pair practice.
c. Introduction to and extension of grammatical structures and vocabulary acquisition
using both function and topic methodology.
d. The practice of oral and written communication skills in formal military and
social/cultural settings.
e. Listening practice by means of external presentations on CIOR, NATO and/or
other cultural or military topics.
f. Oral presentations assessed for intelligibility, presentation style and content.
g. Communication practice with native speakers in informal social settings.
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4.

MATERIALS
a. EFL Military - Campaign Textbooks, Students‟ Workbooks, CDs and Videos for all
3 levels.
b. EFL General – (Example) „Language in Use‟ Textbooks, Students‟ Workbooks,
CDs and Videos for all 3 levels. CDs of pronunciation exercises.
c. FFL Military – Foreign Legion Education Packs
d. FL General – Diplôme de Compétance en Langues
e. EFL and FFL DVDs and supplementary exercises and materials.

5.

SYLLABI
a.

EFL Beginners
i.

Aims








ii.

To initiate and develop the students‟ ability to understand and
communicate in elementary English.
To develop students‟ ability to acquire language learning skills.
To encourage students to understand the beginnings of the grammar
and syntax of the language.
To encourage students to understand language in its cultural context
(both military and civilian).
To foster an interest and curiosity about the language and the military
and social culture of English-speaking NATO countries.
To develop independent learning strategies.
To encourage enjoyment and intellectual stimulation and to provide a
basis for further study.

Principle Texts



iii.

Course Content



b.

Campaign 1, with individual workbooks, and Pronunciation CD
exercises.
General English Textbook and Workbook with supplementary
reading and listening texts as available.

Week 1
Week 2

(See Appendix A)
(See Appendix A)

EFL Intermediate
i.

Aims



To develop the students‟ ability to understand and communicate at
the intermediate level of English.
To ensure that the student is understood by native speakers with less
distraction of speech delivery.
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ii.

Principle Texts



iii.

To develop students‟ ability to acquire more sophisticated language
learning skills.
To encourage students to understand more complex grammar and
syntax of the language.
To develop the students‟ ability to show understanding of detail and
gist and to deduce meaning from speech.
To encourage students to understand language in its cultural context
(both military and civilian).
To foster an interest and curiosity about the language and the military
and social culture of English-speaking NATO countries.
To develop further independent learning strategies.
To encourage enjoyment and intellectual stimulation and to provide a
basis for further study.

Campaign 2, with individual workbooks, and Pronunciation CD
exercises.
General English Textbook and Workbook with supplementary
reading and listening texts as available.

Course Content



c.

Week 1
Week 2

(See Appendix B)
(See Appendix B)

EFL Advanced
i.

Aims











To develop the students‟ ability to understand and communicate at
the advanced level of English.
To encourage understanding of speech, as a whole, given by a L1
speaker.
To encourage the student to gain detailed understanding of L1
speech and appreciate gist and attitude of the speaker.
To develop the students‟ ability to advise on or talk about complex or
sensitive issues, understanding colloquial references and dealing
confidently with probing questions in English.
To ensure that students speak with increased fluency and minimal
hesitation.
To develop students‟ ability to acquire sophisticated language
learning skills.
To encourage students to understand complex grammar and syntax
of the language.
To encourage students to understand language in its cultural context
(both military and civilian).
To foster an interest and curiosity about the language and the military
and social culture of English-speaking NATO countries.
To develop advanced independent learning strategies.
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ii.

Principle Texts



iii.

Campaign 3, with individual workbooks, and Pronunciation CD
exercises.
General English Textbook and Workbook with supplementary
reading and listening texts as available.

Course Content



d.

To encourage enjoyment and intellectual stimulation and to provide a
basis for further study.

Week 1 (See Appendix C)
Week 2 (See Appendix C)

FFL Level 1
i.

Aims








ii.

To initiate and develop the students‟ ability to understand and
communicate in elementary French.
To develop students‟ ability to acquire language learning skills.
To encourage students to understand the beginnings of the grammar
and syntax of the language.
To encourage students to understand language in its cultural context
(both military and civilian).
To foster an interest and curiosity about the language and the military
and social culture of French-speaking NATO countries.
To develop independent learning strategies.
To encourage enjoyment and intellectual stimulation and to provide a
basis for further study.

Principle Texts
DCL material and Foreign Legion Education Pack for Beginner

iii.

Course Content



e.

Week 1
Week 2

See Appendix D
See Appendix D

FFL Level 2
i.

Aims




To develop the students‟ ability to understand and communicate in
intermediate to advanced French.
To ensure that students speak with increased fluency and minimal
hesitation.
To develop students‟ ability to acquire more sophisticated language
learning skills.
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ii.

To encourage students to understand the beginnings of more
complex grammar and syntax of the language.
To encourage students to understand language in its cultural context
(both military and civilian).
To foster an interest and curiosity about the language and the military
and social culture of French-speaking NATO countries.
To develop further independent learning strategies.
To encourage enjoyment and intellectual stimulation and to provide a
basis for further/advanced study.

Principle Textbooks
DCL material and Foreign Legion Education Pack Level 2

iii.

Course Content



6.

Week 1
Week 2

See Appendix E
See Appendix E

TASK LISTS
a.
EFL Beginner – basic to limited (but effective) command of the spoken English
language. Students should be able to understand and show appreciation of the
attitudes and intentions of other English speakers. This corresponds to the
Cambridge Level 2 (PET) and NATO STANAG 6001 Level 2222 (Limited Working).
By the end of the course, students should be able to:









Handle communication in most familiar situations.
Construct longer utterances but not complex language, except in wellrehearsed utterances.
Express ideas and concepts in English, although his/her search for language
resources may result in pauses and hesitation.
Pronounce intelligibly but L1 features may put a strain on the listener.
Use repair strategies to compensate for communication difficulties but may
require prompting and assistance from an English speaker.
Understand short public announcements.
Show precise understanding of short factual spoken information.
Extract factual information (e.g. dates and times) from wider spoken context.

b.
EFL Intermediate – generally effective command of the spoken language and
able to understand extended discourse. This corresponds to the Cambridge Level 3 First Certificate and NATO STANAG Level 3333 (Minimum Professional). By the end
of the course, the student should be able to:




Handle communication in familiar situations.
Organise longer patterns of speech, but occasionally may produce spoken
English that lacks coherence and may include some inaccuracies and
inappropriate usage.
Maintain a flow of language, although hesitation may occur whilst searching for
language resources.
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Pronounce so that he/she is easily understood, although L1 features may be
intrusive.
Speak without major assistance or prompting by another English speaker.

c.
EFL Advanced – good or fully operational command of the spoken language.
This corresponds to the Cambridge Levels 4 and 5 – the Certificate of Advanced
English and the Certificate of Proficiency in English and NATO STANAG Level 4444
(Fully Professional). By the end of the course, the student should be able to:





d.

FFL Level 1 See Appendix D












e.

Use and understand common formulae of polite conversation
Use and understand common formulae for lack of comprehension and or
clarification or repetition.
Use and understand common classroom language.
Give and seek information about what is available or possible.
Agree and disagree.
Accept or refuse items and suggestions.
Express feelings and emotions such as interest, liking, enthusiasm, excitement,
amusement and their opposites.
Express and seek views and opinions. Explain and give reasons for these
opinions.
Give a straightforward account of a period of time.
Identify attitudes and emotions from what is said.
Draw conclusions from what is said.
FFL Level 2 See Appendix E







7.

Handle communication in most situations (including unfamiliar or unexpected
ones).
Use accurate and appropriate linguistic resources to express (complex) ideas
and produce discourse that is generally coherent.
Produce only occasional inaccuracies and inappropriacies during speech.
Maintain a flow of language with only natural hesitation resulting from
considerations of appropriacy of expression.
Speak with an L1 accent, which does not affect the clarity of the message.

Act as intermediary or interpreter
Give an extended account or report of a period of time or sequence of events.
Summarize or report views, attitudes or emotions.
Suggest possible changes in a given context and assess what might happen as
a result.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of aspects of a topic.
Compare and contrast aspects of a topic.

ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES

Each student will be required to participate in the classroom to include giving a spoken
presentation in English or French (according to the course they have taken), lasting from 4 to
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6 minutes, to their fellow students and Faculty staff. The Instructor and Academic Director or
Assistant Academic Director will assess how well the student can communicate in speech,
showing knowledge of and applying accurately the grammar and structures prescribed in the
specifications (see Annex K).
8.

APPENDICES
A.

Campaign 1 Course Content

B.

Campaign 2 Course Content

C.

Campaign 3 Course Content

D.

FFL Level 1 Course Content

E.

FFL Level 2 Course Content

F.

Grammar and Linguistic Concepts – FFL Level 1

G.

Grammar and Linguistic Concepts – FFL Level 2

H.

Timetable EFL and FFL (examples).

I.

Inventory of Grammatical Areas - EFL

J.

Inventory of Functions, Notions and Communicative Tasks – EFL.

K.

Sample Evaluation Proformae – EFL/FFL.

L.

Example Graduation Certificates – EFL/FFL.
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APPENDIX A – CAMPAIGN 1 COURSE CONTENT

Campaign Military English SYLLABUS 1
Campaign 1 Syllabus
This syllabus provides a unit-by-unit guide to all the topics and
objectives covered by Campaign 1 .
Unit 1 | Unit 2 | Unit 3 | Unit 4 | Unit 5 | Unit 6 | Unit 7 | Unit 8 |
Unit 9 | Unit 10 | Unit 11 | Unit 12 | Unit 13 | Unit 14
Unit 1 Topics/Objectives
4. Alpha: My Name's Hanif
a. Grammar: am / is / are
b. Function: introductions and introducing others
5. Bravo: You're not English. He's not American. He's British.
a. Grammar: am not / are not / is not
b. Vocabulary: countries and nationalities
c.
Pronunciation: the alphabet
d. World English
6. Charlie: Are you a police officer?
a. Grammar: yes / no questions and short answers.
b. Vocabulary: jobs
c.
Pronunciation: a / an
7. Delta: greetings and goodbyes
a. Function: greetings and goodbyes
b. Vocab: parts of the day World English Goodnight
8. Echo: Personal identification
a. Grammar: be, when- questions, possessive adjectives
b. Vocab: personal details
9. Foxtrot: Military vehicles
a. Grammar: plural forms
b. Vocab: military vehicles and aircraft
c. Pron: numbers 0 – 20
10. Golf: Review
a. Language tactics: Asking for help with language
b. Integrated skills: an interview

Unit 2 Topics/Objectives
1.

2.

Alpha: Boot Camp, US Army Basic Combat Training
c. Grammar: present simple 1st and 2nd person statements and negatives
d. Vocab: basic training
e. Pron: the alphabet
Bravo: From civilian to soldier.
a. Grammar: present simple 1st & 2nd person yes/no questions and short
answers
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

b. Vocab: training activities, days of the week
Charlie: Weapons and equipment
a. Grammar: plural forms
b. Vocab: vehicles and equipment
c. Function: numbers 20 – 100
d. Pron: plural endings
Delta: Off-duty: a visit to the PX
a. Grammar: countable & uncountable nouns, some and any
b. Vocabulary: personal items
c. Function: shopping World English Military shops
Echo: Time
a. Grammar: simple present 3rd person singular, statements and negatives,
yes/no questions and short answers
b. Function: the 24-hour clock
Foxtrot: A day in the life
a. Grammar: simple present, Wh- questions
b. Vocab: daily routines
Golf: Review
a. Language tactics: learning words together
b. Integrated skills: hours of operation

Unit 3Topics/Objectives
1. Alpha: To be a soldier. Great military leaders
a. Grammar: was / were
b. Vocab: general, admiral, Field Marshal
c. Pron: saying the year
2. Bravo: The Fighting Pattons
a. Grammar: was / were
b. Vocab: division, corps, army
3. Charlie: A career in the military
a. Grammar: past simple
b. Vocab: career verbs, verbs and prepositions
c. Pron: -ed past tense
4. Delta: Off-duty: the family
a. Grammar: possessive „s‟, past simple
b. Vocab: family relations and celebrations
c. Pron: did you
5. Echo: You're in the army now
a. Grammar: past simple
b. Vocab: military routines
6. Foxtrot: Military uniform
a. Vocab: military uniform, colors
b. Pron: -ed past tense
7. Golf: Review
a. Language tactics: learning words together
b. Integrated skills: military history quiz
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Unit 4 Topics Objectives
Military organization
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

alpha: Army organization
a. Vocab: army units,
b. British Army ranks
c. Pron: military ranks World English Sections
bravo: Armour, artillery and engineer formations
a. Vocab: armour, artillery and engineer formations
b. Function: ordinal numbers
c. Pron: compound nouns
d. World English
e. Companies
charlie: Modes of address
a. Function: modes of address
delta :Off-duty: A drink with friends
a. Grammar: prepositions
b. Function: social conversation, civilian titles
c. Pron: correcting
echo: Arms and services
a. Grammar: infinitive complements
b. Vocab: branches of the British Army
c. Pron: syllables and word stress
foxtrot: Large formations
a. Vocab: large army formations
b. Pron: large numbers
c. World English Large Companies
golf: Review
a. Language tactics: compound nouns
b. Integrated skills: organizing a conference

Unit 5Topics Objectives
Sports and fitness
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

alpha: Sports
a. Grammar: present continuous
b. Vocab: sports collocations with play and do
c. World English football
bravo: What are you doing?
a. Grammar: present continuous
Charlie: PT kit
a. Vocab: sports clothes and equipment, wear / carry, colours
delta: Off-duty: free time with friends
a. Grammar: frequency
b. Adverbs Vocab: free-time activities
c. Function: likes and dislikes
echo: Sports and fitness
a. Grammar: expressions of frequency
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6.

7.

b. Pron: reduced form of do
foxtrot: The assault course
a. Grammar: prepositions
b. Vocab: verbs of movement, assault course
golf: Review
a. Language tactics: collocations
b. Integrated skills: sports and fitness

Unit 6Topics Objectives
A visitor to the base
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

alpha: Tidworth camp
a. Function: welcoming a visitor
b. Vocab: people & places on a military base
c. Pron: question intonations World English mess
bravo: A tour of the camp
a. Grammar: this, that, these, those, here, there
b. Vocab: buildings and facilities on a military base
c. World English Places on bases
charlie: The Princess of Wales' Royal Regiment
a. Grammar: present passive
b. Vocab: words and prepositions
delta: Off-duty: The local area
a. Grammar: prepositions of place
b. Vocab: places in town
c. Function: giving directions
d. World English Places in towns
echo:1st Battalion PWRR
a. Vocab: the organization of a British infantry battalion
b. Function: describing the structure of military units
foxtrot: Functions and responsibilities
a. Vocab: appointments
b. Function: talking about responsibilities
golf: Review
a. Language tactics: learning vocabulary
b. Integrated skills: a day out

Unit 7Topics Objectives
Military technology
1.

2.

alpha: Military inventions
a. Grammar: past simple passive
b. Vocab: military technology
c. Function: correcting
Bravo Aircraft, vehicles and navel ships
a. Grammar: can / can‟t
b. Vocab: aircraft, vehicles and naval ships
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Charlie: Armoured vehicles
a. Grammar: questions with How
b. Vocab: vehicle specifications, decimal points
c. World English Inches, feet and miles
delta: Gadgets
a. Grammar: questions with can
b. Pron: can / can‟t
echo: Military technology then and now
a. Grammar: could / and couldn‟t
b. Vocab: planes, submarines
c. World English measurements
foxtrot: Submarine
a. Function: defining and describing
b. Vocab: shapes and materials
golf: Review
a. Language tactics: collocations
b. Integrated skills: describing and defining

Unit 8 Topics Objectives
The NATO school, Oberammergau
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

alpha: The History of NATO
a. Pron: nationalities
b. Vocab: military alliances
bravo: The NATO School
a. Grammar: all, most, some, a few
b. Vocab: instructors and students
Charlie: I'm doing a course in Germany
a. Grammar: present continuous for future plans
delta: Getting there
a. Function: getting travel information
b. Vocab: travelling
echo: Billeting
a. Function: booking accommodation
b. Vocab: billeting / accommodation
c. World English accommodation
foxtrot: Off duty: What are you doing this weekend?
a. Function: deciding on a course of action
golf: Review Language tactics: opposites and different forms of words
a. Integrated skills: Linderhof Castle

Unit 9Topics Objectives
Fit to fight
1.

alpha: The check up
a. Grammar: comparative adjectives
b. Vocab: fitness
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

bravo: You should do more exercise
a. Grammar: should / should not (shouldn‟t )
b. Pron: final /t/
Charlie: An army marches on its stomach
a. Grammar: more and less
b. Vocab: rations
delta: Off duty: eating out
a. Function: requests with can and could
b. Pron: could and would
echo: Sick call
a. Function: talking about health
b. Vocab: parts of the body, health problems
foxtrot: First aid
a. Grammar: must / must not (mustn‟t)
b. Vocab: first aid kit, wounds and injuries
golf Review Language tactics: word maps
a. Integrated skills: casualty evacuation (CASEVAC)

Unit 10Topics Objectives
War Games
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

alpha: Exercise Bright Star
a. Vocab: military exercises
b. Grammar: the, a/an
c. Pron: sentence stress
bravo: Terrain analysis
a. Grammar: superlative adjectives
b. Vocab: terrain features
Charlie: Maps and terrain
a. Function: saying grid references
b. Vocab: terrain features
delta: Off duty: R&R in Cario
a. Grammar: the
b. Function: describing places and asking for a description
echo: Company commander's briefing
a. Function: describing location and distance
foxtrot: Company commander's briefing
a. Grammar: will
b. Vocab: tactical tasks, coordination measures
golf: Review
a. Language tactics: word maps
b. Integrated skills: crash landing

Unit 11 Topics Objectives
Peacekeeping
1.

alpha: United Nations Peacekeeping Operations
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2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

a. Vocab: United Nations Peacekeeping Operations
Bravo UNTAC
a. Function: asking for and giving opinions
b. Pron: showing understanding
Charlie: We are United Nations peacekeepers
a. Grammar: imperatives
b. Vocab: personal qualities
delta: Off-duty: being polite
a. Pron: excuse me
b. Vocab: describing people
echo: Mines and de-mining
a. Vocab: mines and de-mining
foxtrot: Demining SOPs
a. Grammar: sequencing
b. Vocab: demining procedures
golf: Review
a. Language tactics: abbreviations
b. Integrated skills: working with people from other countries

Unit 12 Topics/Objectives
Headquarters
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

alpha: Sector
a. Function: talking about responsibilities
b. Pron: of
c. Vocab: staff functions
bravo: Camp orders
a. Grammar: allowed, permitted, prohibited
b. Vocab: parts of a rifle
Charlie: Please hold the line
a. Function: telephone calls in a military office
b. Vocab: levels of alert
delta: Orders
a. Function: polite and direct orders
b. Vocab: orders and requests
echo: Force protection
a. Grammar: prepositions & prepositions of place
b. Vocab: security measures
foxtrot: Off-duty: an invitation
a. Function: invitations
b. Pron: living quarters
c. Vocab: buildings, living quarters
golf: Review
a. Language tactics: managing phone conversations
b. Integrated skills: taking messages

Unit 13 Topics/Objectives
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Convoy
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

alpha: Escort
a. Grammar: when with past tense
b. Vocab: humanitarian aid, convoys and convoy vehicles
bravo: The route
a. Function: giving driving directions
b. Pron: sentence stress
c. Vocab: traffic signs
Charlie: Breakdown
a. Grammar: instructions with if (zero conditional)
b. Vocab: vehicle emergencies
delta: Off-duty: cars and driving
a. Function: renting a car
b. Vocab: cars and drivin
c. World English accommodation
echo: Vehicle maintenance
a. Grammar: have to
b. Vocab: tools, problems with vehicles
foxtrot: Lima
a. Radio check. Over.
b. Function: sending a radio message
c. Pron: radio prowords
golf: Review
a. Language tactics: managing radio conversations
b. Integrated skills: the convoy

Unit 14 Topics/Objectives
Patrol
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

alpha: The briefing
a. Function: explaining a mission
b. Pron: to
c. Vocab: location, patrol tasks
bravo: Rules of engagement
a. Grammar: instructions with unless
b. Vocab: rules of engagement
Charlie: The observation post
a. Function: describing a situation
b. Vocab: describing crowds, SALUTE
delta: Off duty: describing people
a. Grammar: order of adjectives: people
b. Function: asking for and giving descriptions of people
c. Pron: finally
echo: Patrol kit
a. Grammar: order of adjectives objects
b. Vocab: uniform and equipment
foxtrot: Hello C20. This is C21.
a. Message. Over.
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7.

b. Function: sending a radio message
c. Pron: radio prowords
golf: Review
a. Language tactics: clarifying
b. Integrated skills: patrol
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APPENDIX B

CAMPAIGN 2 COURSE CONTENT

Campaign 2 Syllabus
This syllabus provides a unit-by-unit guide to all the topics and
objectives covered by Campaign 2.
Unit 1 | Unit 2 | Unit 3 | Unit 4 | Unit 5 | Unit 6 | Unit 7 | Unit 8 |
Unit 9 | Unit 10 | Unit 11 | Unit 12
Unit Topics Objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Alpha: P.Coy
Bravo: The Battle for Mount
Charlie: In the Falklands/Malvinas
delta: Personal Equipment:
echo: The platoon training
Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

alpha: Battalion organization
bravo: Battalion HQ
Charlie: The football match
Delta: Range day
Echo: Exercise Mountain
Unit Topics Objectives

Military observer
1.
alpha: UNMO
2.
bravo Team briefing
3.
Charlie: An invitation
4.
delta
5.
echo: Vehicle patrol

Unit Topics Objectives
March or die
1.
alpha: Life in the Legion
2.
bravo: Operation Leopard, Kolwezi 1978
3.
charlie: Corsica
4.
delta: Special forces
5.
echo: Mission in Fantasia
Unit Topics Objectives
The 3d Armoured Regiment
1.
alpha: Regimental history
2.
bravo: New duty station
3.
Charlie: Living off post
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4.
5.

Delta: How tanks fight
Echo: Ambushed in orange
Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

International HQ
alpha: Joint Headquarters
bravo: The visit
Charlie: Greetings and introductions
Delta: Telephoning
Echo: The visit Function
Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Carrier
Alpha: City at sea
Bravo: Life onboard
Charlie: Shore Leave
Delta: Boats for beginning
Echo Task force alpha
Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fearless warrior
alpha: Exercise planning
bravo: Joining instructions
Charlie: Lunch in the mess
Delta: Press briefing
Echo: Information briefing
Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

.Operation Orders
Alpha: The battalion operation order
Bravo: The company commander‟s orders group
Charlie: Soldiers‟ stories
Delta: The relief in place
Echo: Platoon assault
Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.

United Nations Police
Alpha: Crimes and criminals
Bravo Conflicting accounts
delta: The incident report
echo: Investigation
Unit Topics Objectives

Combat Search and Rescue
1.
Alpha: 101st helicopter detachment
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Bravo: CASEVAC
Charlie: Sick bay
Delta: First Aid
Echo: Medic Function: prioritizing

Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lessons learned
Alpha: Peace support operation
Bravo: Checkpoint
Charlie: Talking about postings
delta: After action review
echo: Patrol in central market
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APPENDIX C:

CAMPAIGN 3 COURSE CONTENT

CAMPAIGN 3 SYLLABUS
This syllabus provides a unit-by-unit guide to all the topics and
objectives covered by Campaign 3.
Unit 1 | Unit 2 | Unit 3 | Unit 4 | Unit 5 | Unit 6 | Unit 7 | Unit 8 |
Unit 9 | Unit 10 | Unit 11 | Unit 12
Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

New Orders
Alpha: New orders
Bravo: Newcomers Orientation
Charlie: TDY to Incirlik
Delta: Officers and non-coms
Echo: Performance report

Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Military Service
Alpha: Recruitment
Bravo: A military career
Charlie: Hurry up and wait
Delta: Conscript or professional
Echo: Exercise Cold Winter

Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.

Humanitarian assistance
Alpha: Earthquake
Bravo: The Ops Commander's briefing
Charlie: The chow hall delta: NGOs and the military
echo: Disaster in Temblor

Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Boots on the ground
Alpha: Trouble at checkpoint bravo
Bravo: Lost in translation
Charlie: A call home
Delta: The strategic corporal
Echo: Operation Rapid Aid
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Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Leaders and leadership
Alpha: Leadership lessons learned
Bravo: Hannibal and the Battle of Cannae
Charlie: Memorable characters
Delta: What if?
Echo: Leadership dilemmas

Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Exercise Gallant Eagle
Alpha: The staff meeting
Bravo: Reporting back
Charlie: Networking
Delta: Emergency landing
Echo: Crash landing

Unit Topics Objectives
Media operations
1.
Alpha: Back to school
2.
Bravo: Correspondent Charlie: War stories
3.
Delta: The military and the media
4.
Echo: What now, Lieutenant?

Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.

Royal Engineers
Alpha: On secondment
Bravo: 21 Engineer Regiment
Charlie: Dining in
Delta: Sapper echo: Bridge over the River Brown

Unit Topics Objectives
Desert Storm
1.
Alpha: The brigade operation order
2.
Bravo: Central Command Briefing
3.
Charlie: Soldiers' comforts
4.
Delta: The Laws of Armed Conflict
5.
Echo: LOAC dilemmas

Unit Topics Objectives
Working group
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Alpha :Meeting in Belgrade
Bravo: The meeting
Charlie: The reception
Delta: A practical demonstration
Echo: Organizing a conference

Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Special Air Service
Alpha: Who Dares Wins
Bravo: Hostage Rescue
Charlie: Selection
Delta: Women in special forces
Echo: Non - combatant evacuation

Unit Topics Objectives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Multinational Coalition
Alpha: Command and control
Bravo: G2 (Plans)
Charlie: The coffee break
Delta: The next war
Golf: Deployment
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APPENDIX D

FFL LEVEL 1 COURSE CONTENT

PROGRAMME THEMATIQUE DES COURS
H
DUREE
SUJETS/ OBJECTIFS
(MN)
(H)

COURS 1
S1

COURS 2
S1

COURS 3
S1

COURS 4
S1

CONTENU

PROFESSEURS

CHARGE DE COURS (MN)
SEMAINE
SEMAINE 2
1

LOISIRS/ SPORTS
SAVOIR PRONONCER

TEST DE NIVEAU
VOCABULAIRE
1/ Alphabet
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE:
1/ Genre des noms
2/ Masculin/ singulier
2/ Verbe être/ avoir (présent)
LECTURE DE TEXTE
THEME/ LES SPORTS
ORAL

120

90

RESTAURANT
SAVOIR LIRE UN TEXTE
COURT

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Révision
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE:
1/ Négation
2/ Interrogation (1)
3/ Présentation des verbes fr
Verbe 1° groupe (présent)
LECTURE DE TEXTE
THEME/ LE RESTAURANT
ORAL

90

90

TRANSPORT/
ORIENTATION/ VOYAGE
SAVOIR PRONONCER DES
PHRASES COURTES

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Révision
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE:
1/ Passé composé verbe 1°
groupe
2/ Comparatif/ superlatif
DICTEE
THEME/ TRANSPORT
ORAL

180

180

MEDECIN/ CORPS
SAVOIR S'EXPRIMER A L'ORAL
AVEC DES PHRASES COURTES

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Révision
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE:
1/ Futur verbe 1° groupe
2/ Interrogation
3/ Verbe 2° groupe
LECTURE DE TEXTE
THEME/ CHEZ LE MEDECIN
ORAL

150

90
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SYSTEME EDUCATIF
REVISION

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Révision
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE:
Révision
Relation logique/ pour
parce que
THEME/ SYSTEME EDU
FILM

180

90

LE TRAVAIL
SAVOIR COORDONNER
2 PHRASES COURTES

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Révision
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE:
1/ Conjonction de coordination
Mais/ ou/ et/ donc…
THEME/ LE TRAVAIL
DICTEE
ORAL

150

180

CV
SAVOIR ECRIRE UN CV

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Révision
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE
Conjonction de subordination
LECTURE DE TEXTE
ORAL

180

90

FRANCE
SAVOIR PRESENTER
LA FRANCE

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Révision
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE:
Révision
DICTEE
THEME: LA FRANCE
ORAL

180

90

COURS 9
S1

SE VETIR
SAVOIR ALLER
DANS UN MAGASIN

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Révision
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE:
Verbe du 3° groupe
LECTURE DE TEXTE
ORAL

90

180

COURS 10
S1

ARMEE FRANCAISECONNAÎTRE
LES EFFECTIFS, LES GRADES.

VOCABULAIRE 1/ Révision2/
10 motsLECTURE DE
TEXTETHEME: L'ARMEE
FRANCAISEORAL

180

90

COURS 5
S1

COURS 6
S1

COURS 7
S1

COURS 8
S1
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APPENDIX E

FFL LEVEL 2 COURSE CONTENT

PROGRAMME
THEMATIQUE
DES COURS

CHARGE DE COURS (MN)

PROGRAMME THEMATIQUE
DES COURS

COURS 11 S2

LES CHIFFRESSAVOIR
COMPTERCONNAÎTRE LES
DIFFERENTES OPERATIONS

#NAME?

COURS 12 S2

PREPARATION
PRESENTATION
DEFINIR LES SUJETS
DEFINITION DU PLAN

N/A

COURS 13 S2

ECOLOGIE
ENVIRONNEMENT
ENERGIE
SAVOIR S'EXPRIMER AU
PASSÉ

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Révision
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE:
Passé composé des verbes
DICTÉE
ORAL

COURS 14 S2

AU BUREAU
SAVOIR S'EXPRIME AU PASSÉ

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Révision
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE:
Passé composé des verbes(2)
LECTURE DE TEXTE
ORAL

COURS 15 S2

PREP PRESENTATION
REDACTION DU TEXTE

N/A

COURS 16 S2

EUROPE
SAVOIR PARLER DE L'EUROPE

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Révision
2/ 10 mots
LECTURE DE TEXTE
ORAL

COURS 17 S2

A LA MAISON
PRÉPARATION
PRÉSENTATION

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Alphabet
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE:
Futur des verbes
2/ Verbe être/ avoir (présent)
LECTURE DE TEXTE
ORAL

COURS 18 S2

PREP
PRESENTATION
EXPRESSION ORALE

N/A

COURS 19 S2

OTAN/CIOR
SAVOIR PARLER DE LA CIOR

VOCABULAIRE
1/ Révision
2/ 10 mots
GRAMMAIRE:
Futur des verbes
LECTURE DE TEXTE
ORAL

COURS 20 S2

TEMPERATURE/ CLIMAT
TEST
PREPARATION
PRESENTATION
(Dernière mise au point)

N/A
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CHARGE DE
COURS (MN)

1500

1170

APPENDIX F
FFL LEVEL 1 – GRAMMAR AND LINGUISTIC CONCEPTS
Nouns:

Gender
Singular and Plural forms

Articles:

Definite, indefinite and partitive, including use of de after negatives

Adjectives: Agreement
Position
Comparative and superlative: regular
Demonstrative (ce, cet, cette, ces)
Indefinite (chaque, quelque)
Possesive
Interrogative (quel,quelle)
Adverbs:

Formation
Comparative and Superlative
Interrogative (comment, quand)
Adverbs of time and place (aujourd’hui, demain,ici,là-bas)
Common adverbial phrases

Quantifiers/Intensifiers: (très, assez, beaucoup, peu, trop)
Pronouns:

Personal: all subject, including on
Reflexive
Relative: qui
Object: direct
Position and order of object pronouns
Demonstrative
Indefinite (quelqu’un)
Interrogative (qui, que)
Use of y,en

Verbs:

Regular and irregular forms of verbs, including reflexive verbs
All persons of the verb, singular and plural
Negative forms
Interrogative forms
Modes of address: tu and vous
Impersonal verbs: (il faut)
Verbs followed by an infinitive, with or without a preposition
Tenses: present, perfect, imperfect (avoir, être and faire), immediate future,
conditional (vouloir, aimer), imperative

Prepositions
Conjunctions
Number, quantity, dates, time including use of depuis with present tense
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APPENDIX G

FFL LEVEL 2 – GRAMMAR AND LINGUISTIC CONCEPTS

All grammar and structures listed for FFL Level 1, plus:
Adjectives: Comparative and superlative, including meilleur, pire
Adverbs:

Comparative and superlative, including mieux, le mieux

Pronouns:

Use of y,en
Relative: que
Relative: lequel, auquel, don’t
Object, direct and indirect
Position and order of object pronouns
Demonstrative (celui)
Possessive (le mien)

Verbs:

Dependent infinitives (faire réparer)
Tenses: future, imperfect, pluperfect, passive voice, perfect infinitive, present
participle, including use after en, subjunctive mood (present, in
commonly used expressions)

Time:

including use of depuis in the imperfect tense
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APPENDIX H:
EFL PROGRAMME - WEEK ONE
Sat
04 Aug
(faculty/staff arrive)

Sun
05 Aug
(students arrive)

0715

0800

CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY

Mon
06 Aug
(Service dress uniform)
Breakfast

breakfast

0900

faculty \ staff
meeting

Assemble on Parade
Square at 0845
Opening Ceremony
Parade Square
Group Photo
Placement Tests
FFL – Building 17
EFL – Building 18

1000

Individual Photographs
Break

1100

Tues
07 Aug
(civilian clothes)
breakfast

Wed
08 Aug
(civilian clothes)
breakfast

Thurs
9 Aug
(civilian clothes)
breakfast

Fri
10 Aug
(uniform/civilian clothes)
Breakfast
Service Dress

announcements
_ _____________
Class – Pronunciation

announcements
_ ______________
Class – Pronunciation

announcements
_ ______________
Class – Pronunciation

announcements
____________________
Class - Pronunciation

Break - 0930

break

break

break

Campaign

Campaign

Campaign

Academic Director’s Visit

Academic Director visits

Assemble in Auditorium
for announcements 1130
1215

lunch

1300
Free time
Students arrive

Open Day – 1000
Campaign

lunch

lunch

lunch

lunch

Lunch
Change into Civilian Clothes

Classes Convene
Campaign

Campaign

Campaign

Campaign

Campaign

Academic Director’s Visit

Academic Director’s Visit

Academic Director’s Visit

break
Campaign

break
Campaign

break
Campaign

Academic Director’s Visit

Academic Director’s Visit

Academic Director’s Visit

faculty \ staff meeting

faculty \ staff meeting

faculty \ staff meeting

faculty \ staff meeting

dinner

dinner

dinner

dinner

1400

Break
Campaign

1500

1630
1700

1900

break

faculty / staff
meeting
Change into Service Dress
Buses to Army House at 1900
Evening Reception

CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY

EFL PROGRAMME - WEEK TWO
Sat
11 Aug
field trip
0715

0800
0830

Sun
12 Aug
field trip
Breakfast at 0600
Buses at 0700

Mon
13 Aug

Tues
14 Aug

Wed
15 Aug

Thurs
16 Aug

breakfast

breakfast

breakfast

breakfast

Fri
17 Aug
(Graduation-dress uniform)
breakfast

Cultural Visit

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Class pronunciation

Col JP Vincke Lectures
Beginners English

Class Pronunciation

Class Pronunciation

breakfast

0900
0930

1000

course evaluations
________________
announcements
______________
Campaign
break

1100

Macedonian Army
Presentation

1215

________________
lunch

1315

Bus for
Cultural Visit

Panel presentations
EFL Groups 4-8

break

Break

break

Campaign

Col JP Vincke Lectures
Intermediate and Advanced
English

Campaign

break

Presentation Prep

Picnic
lunch

__________________
lunch

______________________
lunch

______________________
lunch

________________________
lunch

__________________

___________________
Col JP Vincke Lectures
French

______________________
__
Presentation Prep

________________________
Presentation Prep

________________________
lunch

Campaign
Campaign
1400

Graduation ceremony

1430
break
Campaign

1500

break

break
Presentation prep

1600

Panel presentation
FFL Group

Panel presentation
EFL Groups 1-3

1700

staff meeting

staff meeting

staff meeting

staff meeting

1800

dinner

dinner

dinner

dinner

1900

Dinner at Army
House

Buses at 1900
Dinner at Army
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adjourn

dinner

CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY

FFL PROGRAMME WEEK ONE (BEGINNING)
SAMEDI
04
AOUT
7
00
8
00

9
00

DIMANCHE
5 AOUT

P-déjeuner

REUNION
DE
TRAVAIL

LUNDI
6 AOUT

MARDI
7 AOUT

MERCREDI
8 AOUT

JEUDI
9 AOUT

VENDREDI
10 AOUT

P-déjeuner

P-déjeuner

P-déjeuner

P-déjeuner

P-déjeuner

Rassemblement
en tenue

Introduction
Prononciation

Introduction
Prononciation

Introduction
Prononciation

Introduction
Prononciation

COURS 7
LE TRAVAIL
90'
MSA

COURS 9
LA FRANCE
90'
RKL

TEST ECRIT
20 MN
TEST ORAL/FR
10MN MSA

COURS 3
TRANSPORT
VOYAGE
90'/ MSA

COURS 5/1
LA LÉGION ETRANGERE
PRESENTATION
GENERALE
45'
MSA
COURS 5/2
LA LEGION ETRANGERE
3ème REI
45'
WRL

10
00

TEST CORRECTION
MSA

10
30

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

11
00

COURS 1
LOISIRS/SPORT
LES NOMS
90'/ RKL

11h30: visite du
Directeur
académique

COURS 5/1
LA LEGION ETRANGERE
2ème REI
90'
MSA

FRANCE
ET OTAN
GDE 90'

COURS 9
LA FRANCE
90'
RKL

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Arrivée des
étudiants

COURS 2
RESTAURANT
LES VERBES 75'/
RKL

COURS 4/1
MEDECINE
CORPS
75/ WRL

COURS 6
SYSTEME
EDUCATIF
75'
RKL

COURS 8
CV/MSA
75'

COURS 10
LA BSPP
RKL
75'

12
15
13
00

13
30

14
00

Temps libre

14
45

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

COURS 12
CIOR
90'
ADEF/GDE

15
00
Cours 4/2
LES
VETEMENTS
90'
MSA

COURS 5
SYSTEME
EDUCATIF
90'
RKL

COURS 8
CV/ RKL
90'

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

PORTES OUVERTES

Dîner

Dîner

Dîner

Dîner

Buffet

COURS 2
RESTAURANT
LES VERBES
90'/ RKL
16
00

16
30
17
00
18
00
19
00

PAUSE

ALLIANCE FR
JQR

Réunion
Dîner
Dîner
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CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY

FFL PROGRAMME WEEK TWO

7 00
8 00

9 00

P-déjeuner
Introduction
Prononciation
EVALUATION
MSA

P-déjeuner
Introduction
Prononciation
COURS 14
ECOLOGIE
ENERGIE
WRL

90'

P-déjeuner
Introduction
Prononciation
COURS 17
EUROPE
MSA

P-déjeuner
Introduction
Prononciation
COURS 20
90' 90' Préparation
présentation
WRL

PRESENTATION
ANGLAISE

10 00
10 30
11 00

12 15

P-déjeuner
P-déjeuner
Introduction
Prononciation
PRESENTATION
ANGLAISE

PAUSE
RÉVISION
MSA

PAUSE
EUROPE
MSA

Déjeuner

PAUSE
COURS 15
CHIFFRES
90'
WRL
Déjeuner

PAUSE
90' COURS 20

PAUSE
RETEX

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

COURS 12
75' Préparation présentation
MSA

Col
JP VINCKE
(anglais)

COURS 18
A LA MAISON
75'
WRL

COURS 21
T°/ CLIMAT
75'

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

COURS 13
AU BUREAU
90'
WRL

COURS 16
90' Préparation
présentation
MSA

COURS 19
90' Préparation
présentation
MSA

PRÉSENTATION
TEST FRANCE

REMISE DE DIPLÔME

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

Dîner

Dîner

Dîner

Dîner

Dîner

90' Préparation
présentation
WRL

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

13 00
13 30

MSA

14 00
14 45

15 00

16 00
16 30
17 00
18 00
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Dîner

CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY

FFL PROGRAMME WEEK ONE (INTERMEDIATE)
SAMEDI
04
AOUT

DIMANCHE
5 AOUT

7 00
8 00

9 00

P-déjeuner

REUNION
DE TRAVAIL

LUNDI
6 AOUT

MARDI
7 AOUT

MERCREDI
8 AOUT

JEUDI
9 AOUT

VENDREDI
10 AOUT

P-déjeuner

P-déjeuner

P-déjeuner

P-déjeuner

P-déjeuner

Rassemblement
en tenue

Introduction
Prononciation

Introduction
Prononciation

Introduction
Prononciation

Introduction
Prononciation

COURS 7
OTAN/ RKL
90'

COURS 9
CHIFFRES/ WRL
90'

TEST ECRIT
20 MN
TEST ORAL/FR
10MN MSA
COURS 3
L'ARMEE FR
90'/ WRL

10
00

TEST
CORRECTION
MSA

10
30

PAUSE

11
00

COURS 5/1
LA LÉGION
ETRANGERE
PRESENTATION
GENERALE
45'
MSA
COURS 5/1
LA LEGION
ETRANGERE
2ème REI
45'
MSA

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

COURS 1/2
LOISIRS/SPORT
LES NOMS
90'/ WRL

11h30: visite du
Directeur
académique

COURS 5/2
LA LEGION
ETRANGERE
3ème REI
90'
WRL

FRANCE
ET OTAN
GDE 90'

COURS 10
RESTAURANT
LES VERBES
90'/ MSA

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Arrivée des
étudiants

COURS 2/1
LA FRANCE
75'/ MSA

COURS 4/1
MEDECINE
CORPS
75'/ RKL

COURS 6
EUROPE +
PAYS DS ETUDIANTS
75'/ WRL

COURS 8
CV/WRL
75'

COURS 11
LA BSPP
75'
RKL

12
15
13
00

13
30
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14
00

Temps libre

14
45

PAUSE

15
00

Réunion
Dîner

PAUSE

PAUSE
COURS 11
CIOR
90'
ADEF/GDE

COURS 6
EUROPE + PAYS DS
ETUDIANTS
90'/ WRL

COURS 8
CV/ GDE
90'

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

PORTES OUVERTES

Dîner

Dîner

Dîner

Dîner

Buffet

16
00

17
00
18
00
19
00

PAUSE

COURS 4/2
MEDECINE
CORPS
90/ RKL

COURS 2/2
LA FRANCE
90'/MSA

16
30

PAUSE

Dîner
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ALLIANCE FR
JQR

CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY

FFL PROGRAMME WEEK TWO (INTERMEDIATE)

7 00
8 00

SAMEDI
11 AOUT
P-déjeuner

DIMANCHE
12 AOUT
P-déjeuner

Introduction
Prononciation

LUNDI
13 AOUT

MARDI
14 AOUT

MERCREDI
15 AOUT

JEUDI
16 AOUT

VENDREDI
17 AOUT

P-déjeuner

P-déjeuner

P-déjeuner

P-déjeuner

P-déjeuner

Introduction
Prononciation

Introduction
Prononciation

Introduction
Prononciation

Introduction
Prononciation

Introduction
Prononciation

VISITE
CULTURELLE

9 00

COURS 12/1
TRANSPORT
VOYAGE
90'/ MSA

PRESENTATION
ANGLAISE

EVALUATION/
WRL

COURS 15
ECOLOGIE
ENERGIE
90'
MSA

COURS 17/1
LE TRAVAIL
90'
WRL

COURS 20
T°/ CLIMAT
90'
MSA
PRESENTATION
ANGLAISE

10 00

10 30

PAUSE

11 00

COURS 12/2
TRANSPORT
VOYAGE
90'/ WRL

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

RÉVISION/
WRL

COURS 15
ECOLOGIE
ENERGIE
90'
MSA

COURS 17/2
LE TRAVAIL
90'
WRL

COURS 21
90' Préparation
présentation
WRL

PRESENTATION
ANGLAISE

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

SPORT?

COURS 13
75' Préparation
présentation
WRL

Col
JP VINCKE
(anglais)
Sous réserve

COURS 18
A LA MAISON
75'
MSA

COURS 22
75' Préparation
présentation
WRL

12 15
13 00

13 30

Déjeuner

EXCURSION
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14 00

14 45

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

PAUSE

15 00

COURS 14
AU BUREAU
90'
MSA

COURS 16
90' Préparation
présentation
WRL

COURS 19
90' Préparation
présentation
WRL

PRÉSENTATIONS
FRANCE

REMISE DE
DIPLÔME

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

Réunion
pédagogique

Dîner

Dîner

Dîner

Dîner

Dîner

16 00
16 30
17 00
18 00

Réunion
pédagogique
Dîner

Dîner
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APPENDIX I

INVENTORY OF GRAMMATICAL AREAS

Verbs
Regular and irregular forms
Modals
Can (ability; requests; permission)
Could (ability; possibility; polite requests)
Would (polite requests)
Will (offer)
Shall (suggestion; offer)
Should (advice)
May (possibility)
Might (possibility)
Have (got) to (obligation)
Ought to (obligation)
Must (obligation)
Mustn‟t (prohibition)
Need (necessity)
Needn‟t (lack of necessity)
Used to + infinitive (past habits)
Tenses
Present simple: states, habits, systems and processes (and verbs not used in the continuous
form)
Present continuous: future plans and activities, present actions
Present perfect simple: recent past with just, indefinite past with yet, already, never, ever;
unfinished past with for and since
Past simple: past events
Past continuous: parallel past actions, continuous actions interrupted by the past simple
tense
Past perfect simple: narrative, reported tense
Future with going to
Future with present continuous and present simple
Future with will and shall: offers, promises, predictions, etc.
Verb Forms
Affirmative, interrogative, negative
Imperatives
Infinitives (with and without to) after verbs and adjectives
Gerunds (-ing form) after verbs and prepositions
Gerunds as subjects and objects
Passive forms: present and past simple
Verb + object + infinitive give/take/send/bring/show + direct/indirect object
Causative have/get
So/nor with auxiliaries

Compound Verb Patterns
Phrasal verbs/verbs with prepositions
Conditional Sentences
Type O: An iron bar expands if/when you heat it
Type 1: If you do that again, I‟ll leave
Type 2: I would tell you the answer if I knew it
If I were you, I wouldn‟t do that again
Simple Reported Speech
Statements, questions and commands: say, ask and tell
He said that he felt ill
I asked her if I could leave
No one told me what to do
Indirect and embedded questions: know, wonder
Do you know what he said?
I wondered what he would do next
Interrogatives
What, What (+noun)
Where; When
Who; Whose; Which
How; How much; How many; How often; How long; etc
Why
(including the interrogative forms of all tenses and modals listed
Nouns
Singular and plural (regular and irregular forms)
Countable and uncountable nouns with some and any
Abstract nouns
Compound nouns
Complex noun phrases
Genitive : „s and s‟
Double genitive: a friend of theirs
Pronouns
Personal (subject, object, possessive)
Reflexive and emphatic: myself, etc
Impersonal: it, there
Demonstrative: this, that, these, those
Quantitative: one, something, everybody, etc
Indefinite: some, any, something, one, etc
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Relative: who, which, that, whom, whose
Determiners
A + countable nouns
The + countable/uncountable nouns
Adjectives
Colour, size, shape, nationality
Predicative and attributive
Cardinal and ordinal numbers
Possessive: my, your, his, her etc
Demonstrative: this, that, these, those
Quantitative: some, any, many, much, a few, a lot of, all, other, every, etc
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APPENDIX J - INVENTORY OF FUNCTIONS, NOTIONS AND COMMUNICATIVE TASKS

Language Specifications

Greeting people and responding to greetings (in person and on the phone)
Introducing oneself
Asking for and giving personal details: name, age, address, names of relatives and friends,
occupation etc
Understanding and writing letters, giving personal details
Describing education, qualifications and skills
Describing people (personal qualities, appearance)
Asking and answering questions about personal possessions
Asking for repetition and clarification
Restating what has been said
Checking on meaning and intention
Helping others to express their ideas
Interrupting a conversation
Starting a new topic
Changing the topic
Resuming or continuing the topic
Asking for and giving the spelling and meaning of words
Counting and using numbers
Asking and telling people the time, day, and/or date
Asking for and giving information about routines and habits
Understanding and writing diaries and letters giving information about everyday activities
Talking about what people are doing at the moment
Talking about past events and states in the past, recent activities and completed actions
Understanding and producing simple narratives
Reporting what people say
Talking about future or imaginary situations
Talking about future plans or intentions
Making predictions
Indentifying and describing accommodation (houses, flats, rooms, furniture, etc)
Buying and selling things (costs, measurements and amounts)
Talking about food and ordering meals
Talking about the weather
Talking about one‟s health
Following and giving simple instructions
Understanding simple signs and notices
Asking the way and giving directions
Asking for and giving travel information
Asking for and giving information about places
Indentifying and describing simple objects (shape, size, weight, colour, purpose or use, etc)
Making comparisons and expressing degrees of difference
Talking about how to operate things
Describing simple processes
Expressing purpose, cause and result, and giving reasons
Drawing simple conclusions and making recommendations
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Making and granting/refusing simple requests
Making and responding to offers and suggestions
Expressing and responding to thanks
Giving and responding to invitations
Giving advice
Giving warnings and prohibitions
Persuading and asking/telling people to do something
Expressing agreement and disagreement, and contradicting people
Paying compliments
Criticizing and complaining
Sympathizing
Expressing preferences, likes, and dislikes (especially about hobbies and leisure activities)
Talking about physical and emotional feelings
Expressing opinions and making choices
Expresses needs and wants
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CIOR Language Academy 2007 – Évaluation de la présentation orale
Skopje, Macedonia

APPENDIX K:
«Rank»

«Name»

Sujet:
Bien préparé

4 – Excellent

3 – Bien

2 – Moyenne

1 – Nécessite une amélioration

Sujet intéressant et approprié

Prononciation claire et précise

Organisation logique

Garde un bon contact visuel
/absence de nervosité

Bon usage de notes

La voix est claire et forte

Commentaires

________________
Maj L Maclean
Directrice académique
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«Rank»

CIOR Language Academy 2007 – Évaluation de la présentation orale
«Name»
Skopje, Macedonia

Sujet:
Bien préparé

4 – Excellent

3 – Bien

2 – Moyenne

1 – Nécessite une amélioration

Sujet intéressant et approprié

Prononciation claire et précise

Organisation logique

Garde un bon contact visuel
/absence de nervosité

Bon usage de notes

La voix est claire et forte

Commentaires

________________
Maj L Maclean
Directrice académique
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ANNEX F:

1.

ACADEMIC DIRECTOR’S GUIDELINES FOR CLA REFRESHER COURSES

AIM
The purpose of the CLA Refresher Courses is to reinforce the learning of students who
have attended the Language Academy, primarily to prevent skill fade in speaking.

2.

OBJECTIVES
It is envisaged that EFL and/or FFL will be taught at Intermediate and Advanced
Levels, depending on the initial standard of the student. Each course will have the
following objectives:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

3.

ACTIVITIES
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

4.

Pronunciation practice in both large and small groups and pair practice.
Extension of grammatical structures and vocabulary acquisition using both
function and topic methodology.
The practice of oral and written communication skills in formal military and
social/cultural settings.
Oral presentations assessed for intelligibility, presentation style and content.
Communication practice with native speakers in informal social settings.

MATERIALS
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

5.

Expand the student‟s ability to interact intelligibly in a military context.
Expand the student‟s ability to interact in social situations.
Improve pronunciation and distraction of speech delivery.
Expand the student‟s ability to understand what he/she hears in a military
context.
Give an oral presentation on a military topic.
Comprehend the gist of conversational English and French in longer passages.
Expand breadth and depth of vocabulary in both written and spoken forms.
Improve skill and confidence in speaking and listening in English and French.

EFL Military - Campaign Textbooks, Students‟ Workbooks, and CDs for both
levels.
EFL General – (Example) „Clockwise‟ Textbooks, Students‟ Workbooks and CDs
for both levels.
FFL Military – Foreign Legion Education Packs
FL General – Instructor Resources
EFL and FFL DVDs and supplementary exercises and materials.

SYLLABI
a.

EFL Intermediate
i.

Aims
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ii.

Principle Texts



iii.

Campaign 2, with individual workbooks, and Pronunciation CD
exercises.
General English Textbook and Workbook with supplementary reading
and listening texts as available.

Course Content


b.

To develop the students‟ ability to understand and communicate at the
intermediate level of English.
To ensure that the student is understood by native speakers with less
distraction of speech delivery.
To develop students‟ ability to acquire more sophisticated language
learning skills.
To encourage students to understand more complex grammar and
syntax of the language.
To develop the students‟ ability to show understanding of detail and
gist and to deduce meaning from speech.
To encourage students to understand language in its cultural context
(both military and civilian).
To foster an interest and curiosity about the language and the military
and social culture of English-speaking NATO countries.
To develop further independent learning strategies.
To encourage enjoyment and intellectual stimulation and to provide a
basis for further study.

See Appendix A

EFL Advanced
i.

Aims









To develop the students‟ ability to understand and communicate at the
advanced level of English.
To encourage understanding of speech, as a whole, given by a L1
speaker.
To encourage the student to gain detailed understanding of L1 speech
and appreciate gist and attitude of the speaker.
To develop the students‟ ability to advise on or talk about complex or
sensitive issues, understanding colloquial references and dealing
confidently with probing questions in English.
To ensure that students speak with increased fluency and minimal
hesitation.
To develop students‟ ability to acquire sophisticated language learning
skills.
To encourage students to understand complex grammar and syntax of
the language.
To encourage students to understand language in its cultural context
(both military and civilian).
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ii.

Principle Texts



iii.

See Appendix B

FFL Level 2
i.

Aims









ii.

iii.

To develop the students‟ ability to understand and communicate in
intermediate to advanced French.
To ensure that students speak with increased fluency and minimal
hesitation.
To develop students‟ ability to acquire more sophisticated language
learning skills.
To encourage students to understand the beginnings of more
complex grammar and syntax of the language.
To encourage students to understand language in its cultural
context (both military and civilian).
To foster an interest and curiosity about the language and the
military and social culture of French-speaking NATO countries.
To develop further independent learning strategies.
To encourage enjoyment and intellectual stimulation and to provide
a basis for further/advanced study.

Principle Textbooks


DCL material and Foreign Legion Education Pack Level 2

Course Content


6.

Campaign 3, with individual workbooks, and Pronunciation CD
exercises.
General English Textbook and Workbook with supplementary reading
and listening texts as available.

Course Content


c.

To foster an interest and curiosity about the language and the military
and social culture of English-speaking NATO countries.
To develop advanced independent learning strategies.
To encourage enjoyment and intellectual stimulation and to provide a
basis for further study.

See Appendix C

TASK LISTS
a.

EFL Intermediate – generally effective command of the spoken language and
able to understand extended discourse. This corresponds to the Cambridge
Level 3 - First Certificate and NATO STANAG Level 3333 (Minimum
Professional). By the end of the course, the student should be able to:
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b.

EFL Advanced – good or fully operational command of the spoken language.
This corresponds to the Cambridge Levels 4 and 5 – the Certificate of Advanced
English and the Certificate of Proficiency in English and NATO STANAG Level
4444 (Fully Professional). By the end of the course, the student should be able
to:






c.

Handle communication in most situations (including unfamiliar or
unexpected ones).
Use accurate and appropriate linguistic resources to express (complex)
ideas and produce discourse that is generally coherent.
Produce only occasional inaccuracies and inappropriacies during speech.
Maintain a flow of language with only natural hesitation resulting from
considerations of appropriacy of expression.
Speak with an L1 accent, which does not affect the clarity of the message.

FFL Level 2 See Appendix D







7.

Handle communication in familiar situations.
Organize longer patterns of speech, but occasionally may produce spoken
English that lacks coherence and may include some inaccuracies and
inappropriate usage.
Maintain a flow of language, although hesitation may occur whilst
searching for language resources.
Pronounce so that he/she is easily understood, although L1 features may
be intrusive.
Speak without major assistance or prompting by another English speaker.

Act as intermediary or interpreter
Give an extended account or report of a period of time or sequence of
events.
Summarize or report views, attitudes or emotions.
Suggest possible changes in a given context and assess what might
happen as a result.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of aspects of a topic.
Compare and contrast aspects of a topic.

ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES
Each student will be required to give a spoken presentation in English or French
(according to the course they have taken), lasting from 4 to 6 minutes, to their fellow
students and Faculty staff. The Academic Director or Assistant Academic Director will
assess how well the student can communicate in spe
ech, showing knowledge of
and applying accurately the grammar and structures prescribed in the specifications
(see Appendix E.)

8.

APPENDIX
A.

EFL Refresher Course Programme – Template.
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APPENDIX A

CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY REFRESHER COURSE

EFL PROGRAMME - TEMPLATE
Sat
(faculty/staff arrive)

Sun
(students arrive)

Mon
(Service dress uniform)

Tues
(civilian clothes)

Wed
(civilian clothes)

Thurs
(civilian clothes)

Fri
(civilian clothes / uniform)

Welcome Address

Campaign

Campaign

Campaign

Campaign

break

break

break

break

break

Classes convene

Campaign

Campaign

Campaign

End of Course Test

lunch

lunch

lunch

Lunch

Military Activities

Military Activities

Campaign

Closing Address

0715

0800

0900

Faculty Set Up

Placement tests

1000

1100

Campaign

1215

lunch

1300
Students arrive
1400
break
break

1500

Break
Campaign

1630

faculty \ staff meeting

faculty \ staff meeting

faculty \ staff meeting

faculty \ staff meeting

dinner

dinner

dinner

dinner

1700

1800

break
Campaign

faculty / staff
meeting
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Course Disperses

ANNEX G:

ACADEMIC RESOURCES / MATERIALS

The following RESOURCES AND MATERIALS will be available for the faculty and staff at the
CLA. CLA is conducted with the curriculum and syllabus similar to that of the Campaign series
of student books for the English language but modified to fit the special circumstances of the
CLA as determined by the Academic Director. A similar curriculum is provided for the French
language based on a French military language training course.
a. Tests to determine student language capability level
b. English Campaign student text book for use while at CLA at each of the 3 levels of
instruction.
c. English Campaign Workbooks for each student at each of the 3 levels of instruction for
classroom use and take home if funding permits.
d. One English Campaign CD for every four students at each of the 3 levels of instruction
for classroom use.
e. General English textbook and workbook for each student at each of the 3 levels of
instruction. (Cambridge series “Language in Use” recommended)
f. French textbooks and materials to be provided.
g. Dictionaries from the host nation language to English and French
h. One English Dictionary, book or CD, for every 4 students studying English
i.

One French Dictionary, book or CD, for every 4 students studying French
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ANNEX H:

INSTRUCTOR AND STAFF RESOURCES / MATERIALS

The following INSTRUCTOR AND STAFF RESOURCES / MATERIALS are provided to each
faculty member prior to commencement of CLA.
a.

List of faculty names, addresses, email, telephone

b.

List of student names and country

c.

Student initial evaluation form

d.

Course syllabus for each language at each level

e.

Course schedule for all classes / events (timetable)

f.

List of resources to be available to instructors at CLA (books, cassettes, CDs,
DVDs, videos)

g.

Ice-breakers and fill-in lesson plans

h.

“How to teach languages” guidelines for new teachers

i.

Academic Director‟s course schedule (timetable)

j.

Academic Director‟s resource packet
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ANNEX I:

CLA SCHOLARSHIP AND SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM

The purpose of this annex is to provide the administrative detail to enable the operation of the
CLA Scholarship and Sponsorship program. The annex is organized in three parts:
a. program guidelines,
b. management of funds; and,
c. award of Scholarships.

Program Guidelines
1.
The CLA Scholarship and Sponsorship Program Coordinator shall be responsible for
administering the CLA Scholarship and Sponsorship program in coordination with The CLA
Committee (CLAC) and with Section 7 of this Handbook.

Management of Funds
2.

Funds may be donated to the CLA Language Academy to:
a.
support students from a particular Nation;
b.
support a particular Individual; or
c.
support the CLA in General.

3.

The CIOR Language Academy Sponsorship and Scholarship Donation form will clearly
indicate the donor's choice of area to support, and any secondary area to support.

4.

Unless indicated otherwise, funds donated to support a particular student will not be
used for any other purpose. Unused funds will be applied in accordance with the
donor‟s request..

5.

Unless indicated otherwise, funds donated to support a particular Nation‟s students, if
not all used, will be maintained in the CIOR treasury for that purpose the following year.
Specific accounting will be maintained of any excess funds such as this.

6.

Funds donated to support the CIOR Language Academy in general will be used for the
administrative costs of operating the CLA and to offset the costs of updating the CLA
Academic materials. They will not be used for payment of any individual‟s expenses
unless it is reimbursement for the above.

7.

The Scholarship/Sponsorship form will indicate a minimum suggested donation level for
Individual and Nation Scholarship/Sponsorships. The minimum suggested donation
level must be evaluated annually by the CLAC.

8.

The CLA will not accept donations from Religious and Political affiliated groups unless it
can be assured that no improprieties can be associated with the acceptance of the
donation.
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Award of Scholarships
9.

The following guidelines will be followed in determining priorities for the award of a
scholarship
a.
the student awarded a scholarship must be spending their own money for
expenses of attending the CLA (there cannot be any other reimbursement available to
them). Where an MOD or NATO is providing funding for the student, a scholarship will
not be issued. The student and the sponsoring Reserve Association will not both be
reimbursed;
b.
the student who has met the individual nations criteria for being a member of
their reserve force (who has not reached retirement age) will have priority for
scholarship award, unless the student is the beneficiary of a specifically designated
Individual scholarship in which case it will normally be awarded. Scholarships will not be
awarded to Active Duty Student applicants;
c.
the student should be in their first or second year of attendance at the CLA,
unless the student is the beneficiary of an Individual scholarship. Students returning for
their third and subsequent CLA are not automatically excluded from consideration but
will be accorded a lower priority than those in their first or second year.
d.
The award of a General Scholarship will not be restricted based on the country of
origin of the applicant.
e.
in the case of a student from an NATO scholarship eligible nation (PfP and MD
countries), the student must apply for NATO funding first. Disapproval by NATO of a
validly submitted NATO application will automatically give that student priority for a
CIOR scholarship.
f.
Students from the CLA host nation are eligible for scholarship support but
consideration should be given to the fact that their travel expenses will be less than
students from other countries and therefore all the scholarship donation may not be
necessary for reimbursement.
g.
The maximum amount of expenses to be reimbursed to scholarship students will
be decided by the CLAC at the Midwinter Meeting and disclosed to the Scholarship
Board.
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ANNEX J:

CLA SCHOLARSHIP BOARD GUIDELINES / CHECKLIST

The CLA Scholarship Board will:
1.
Review all Student Scholarship Applications and Student Applications of those applying
for Scholarship (Immediately upon receipt following the student and scholarship application
deadline);
2.
Review all Scholarship and Sponsorship Donation forms for specific designations on
scholarships given. (Immediately upon receipt following the student and scholarship application
deadline);
3.
Review any Scholarship and Sponsorship notes as relayed with the applications from the
CLA Scholarship and Sponsorship Program Coordinator such as any scholarship funds carried
over from the previous year;
4.
Review the Scholarship Guidelines as noted below for each student applying for
Scholarship and determine who to award and how much to award accordingly. NOTE:
Scholarships may be divided or shared as determined most appropriate by the Scholarship
Board; and
5.
Scholarship Guidelines: The following will be followed in determining award of
scholarship payment for expense reimbursement:

a.

student Registration expenses are scholarship reimbursable

b.

student travel expenses are scholarship reimbursable

c.
the student awarded a scholarship must be spending their own money for
expenses of attending the CLA (there cannot be any other reimbursement available to
them). Where an MOD or NATO is providing funding for the student, a scholarship will
not be issued. The student and the sponsoring Reserve Association will not both be
reimbursed;
d.
the student who is an "active" reservist (not retired) will have priority for
scholarship award, unless the student is the beneficiary of a specifically designated
Individual scholarship in which case it will normally be awarded;
e.
the student who is a military member will have priority for the scholarship award
over a non-military member.
f.
the student should be in their first or second year of attendance at the CLA,
unless the student is the beneficiary of an Individual scholarship. Students returning
for their third and subsequent CLA are not automatically excluded from consideration
but will be accorded a lower priority than those in their first or second year.
g.
the award of a General Scholarship will not be restricted based on the country
of origin of the applicant.
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h.
in the case of a student from an NATO scholarship eligible nation (PfP
country), the student must apply for NATO funding first. Disapproval by NATO of a
validly submitted NATO application will automatically give that student priority for a
CIOR scholarship.
i.
students from the CLA host nation are eligible for scholarship support but
consideration should be given to the fact that their travel expenses will be less than
students from other countries and therefore all the scholarship donation may not be
necessary for reimbursement.
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CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY 2009
CIOR STUDENT APPLICATION FORM
July 24 – August 6, 2009 at Charalitza, (Sofia) BULGARIA
Courses in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and French as a Foreign Language (FFL)
NAME:

RANK:

COUNTRY:

DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH:
PASSPORT No.:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:

FAX:

E-MAIL:

MILITARY AFFILIATION:

Active

Retired

Reserve

Civilian with military affiliation

NAME AND ADDRESS OF RESERVE ASSOCIATION:
MILITARY JOB:
CIVILIAN JOB:
I REQUEST TO ATTEND:
ENGLISH (EFL)

FRENCH (FFL)

I ATTENDED CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY BEFORE:

Yes, in _____

_ (specify the year / s)

No, never attended
Level of language proficiency:

Dietary Requirements:
Accommodation:

Basic
Celiac

Intermediate
Vegetarian

Single Room

Advanced

Other
Double Room

No preference

IF POSSIBLE WE WILL ASSIGN SINGLE ROOMS, IF NOT REQUESTED OTHERWISE.
The total cost of CLA09 will be 320,00 Euros which includes accommodation and meals. CLA-09 attendees
desiring to join the CIOR Congress in Sofia immediately following CLA09 graduation must register for the
Congress separately at www.cior.net.

Applications must be submitted no later than June 15, 2009 and
will not be accepted after that date:
Send to: Dr. Isabella Zanetto, Student Affairs Coordinator
register.cla@gmail.com PHONE: 0039-347-0086927
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CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY 2009

O SCHOLARSHIP and SPONSORSHIP DONATION FORM
July 24 – August 6, 2009 at Charalitza, (Sofia) BULGARIA

DONOR (whether country, group or individual name):

POINT OF CONTACT (if you are not an individual Donor):
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Special Directions / Request:

Fax:

NUMBER OF SPONSORSHIPS OFFERED AND AMOUNT (suggested 500 euros each):
NUMBER OF SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED AND AMOUNT(suggested 500 euros each):

If Donating a Scholarship, I designate _____________ (individual) or
_____________ (country), to personally be given this scholarship to reimburse for the
expenses of attending the CLA.
Country donation to be shared by all eligible student attendees from named country.
If designating an individual Scholarship, I direct that any excess funds be:
used for other scholarships
returned to me as donor (currency exchange fees will be deducted)

If Donating a Scholarship, I direct the CIOR / CLA Scholarship Board to determine
the recipient/s of this scholarship to reimburse for the expenses of attending the CLA.
If Donating a Sponsorship (instead of a student scholarship), I designate the CIOR
Language Academy to receive this donation to use on administrative CLA expenses
(academic materials and supplies of the course which are not otherwise funded).
Applications must be submitted no later than June 1, 2009, and
will not be accepted after that date:
Send to:

Dr. Isabella Zanetto, Student Affairs Coordinator
register.cla@gmail.com PHONE: 0039-347-0086927
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CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY 2009
CIOR SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION FORM
(Non Partnership for Peace Countries, Non Mediterranean Dialogue Countries)
Courses in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and French as a Foreign Language (FFL)

July 24 – August 6, 2009 at Charalitza, (Sofia) BULGARIA
NAME:

RANK:

COUNTRY:

DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH:
PASSPORT No.:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:

FAX:

E-MAIL:

RESERVE ASSOCIATION NAME AND ADDRESS:

MILITARY AFFILIATION:

Active

Retired

Reserve

Civilian with military affiliation

List all prior CIOR Language Academy Courses attended and year of attendance:
List all prior CIOR Language Academy Scholarships received and year of receipt:

If you are not awarded this scholarship, please state whether you will pay for your own expenses of
attendance or will be reimbursed for your expenses of attendance at this CLA course
I will pay my own expenses

I will be reimbursed my expenses

Applications must be submitted no later than June 15, 2009, and
will not be accepted after that date.
Send to:

Dr. Isabella Zanetto, Student Affairs Coordinator
register.cla@gmail.com PHONE: 0039-347-0086927
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CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY 2009
NATO SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION FORM
(Partnership for Peace Countries, Mediterranean Dialogue Countries)
English as a Foreign Language (EFL) IMS/CRS.909.9 and
French as a Foreign Language (FFL) IMS/CRS.909.10

July 24 – August 6, 2009 at Charalitza, (Sofia) BULGARIA

NAME:

RANK:

COUNTRY:

Complete the attached NATO forms and submit to NATO as directed

Applications must be submitted no later than June 1, 2009, and
will not be accepted after that date:

Send this form to:

Dr. Isabella Zanetto, Student Affairs Coordinator
register.cla@gmail.com
PHONE: 0039-347-0086927

Send NATO forms to:

Elman SAMADOV
LtCol, AZE AR
NATO HQ, IMS/C&RS/PSE
Phone: +3227072620
E-mail: crs.pse@hq.nato.int
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NATO FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE REQUEST FORM
(to be attached by the PfP Partner Nation to the official request for financial assistance)
(updated in November 2005)
ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION1
PWP reference

Date

NATO Action Authority

Place

Activity name
PARTICIPANT IDENTIFICATION2
Partner Nation
Surname

First name

Rank/Service

ID/Number

ESTIMATE OF EXPENDITURE3
Travel

Meals & Lodging

Total

Others
Currency requested

BANK IDENTIFICATION FOR REIMBURSEMENT4
Beneficiary5
Bank name & number
Bank branch name & number
SWIFT code6
IBAN code7
PARTNER NATION AUTHORISATION
Position

Date

Name

Signature & stamp

NATO AUTHORISATION8

Number of authorisation

Action officer

Level of subsidisation

Signature

1

as it is in PRIME
If there are more participants, a list of them can be attached instead of separate request forms
3
If a list of participants is attached, the total estimated expenditure shall be indicated here
4
Unless each cell is completed, we are not able to remit the reimbursement
5
Official name of the bank account holder to be credited
6
If IBAN code is provided, this cell can be empty
7
If IBAN code is NOT provided, indicate the bank account number in this cell
8
This part has to be filled by the NATO action officer. Submitting the Financial Reimbursement Request
Form, please refer to the number of authorisation if has been received any.
2
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NATO FINANCIAL REIMBURSEMENT REQUEST FORM
(to be attached by the PfP Partner Nation to the official request for reimbursement)
(updated in November 2005)
ACTIVITY AND PARTICIPANT IDENTIFICATION
PWP reference9

Date

NATO Action Authority

Place

Activity name
Number of
Authorisation10

Partner Nation
COSTS AND VOUCHERS11
(documents - to be attached)
Travel

Original or copy plus vendor‟s original statement on price

Meals

Original (Recognizably food and drink only!)

Lodging

Original

Others

Original

Total
PARTNER NATION AUTHORISATION
Position

Date

Name

Signature & stamp

COSTS REIMBURSED12
Travel

Level of subsidization

Meals & Lodging.

Action officer

Others

Signature

Total

Date

CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY 2007
9

as it is in PRIME
This number is given to the Financial Assistance Request by NATO, after approval of the
request
11
Indicate here total expenditures in their original currency. Do not make exchange calculations!
12
This part has to be filled by the NATO action officer.
10
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CIOR EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT FORM
Courses in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and French as a Foreign Language (FFL)
August 6-17, 2007 at Skopje, FYROM

PARTICIPANT IDENTIFICATION
Partner Nation
Surname

First name

Rank/Service

ID/Number

EXPENDITURE
Travel
Total13

Meals & Lodging

Euros

BANK IDENTIFICATION FOR REIMBURSEMENT14
Beneficiary15
Bank name & number
Bank branch name & number
SWIFT code16
IBAN code17

13

The reimbursements will be made in EUROS
Unless each cell is completed, we are not able to remit the reimbursement
15
Official name of the bank account holder to be credited
16
If IBAN code is provided, this cell can be empty
17
If IBAN code is NOT provided, indicate the bank account number in this cell
14
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INTERALLIED CONFEDERATION
OF RESERVE OFFICERS

CONFEDERATION INTERALLIEE
DES OFFICIERS DE RESERVE

THE REQUIREMENTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES TO OBTAIN NATO
REIMBURSEMENT:

Reimbursable expenses:
 international and local travel
o airfare on Economy class if air travel was actually used or
o the cheapest fare if other modality of travel was used
o public transport (strictly related to the mission)
o taxi, if late arrival/early departure or the duration of duty justifies it
 accommodation in average category hotel
 meals strictly related to the mission
o breakfast in a hotel (NOT minibar)
o lunch and dinner in any sort of restaurant
 visa
 conference fee

Any expense not listed above can not be reimbursed.
Timeframe of reimbursement:
 Only from 1 day before the staring date of a subject activity to the day after the
closing date
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o breakfast can be accepted on the day before the event when arrival
occurs in the early morning
o dinner on the day after completion in case of late departure due to flight
schedule
o accommodation can be paid by NATO within the above mentioned
timeframe
o exemptions from the rules occur when the requestor justifies that no
normally acceptable flights were available within the indicated period of
time, but this must be mentioned in a separate letter of explanation.
 Any financial assistance must be requested in an official letter 60 DAYS PRIOR
to the respective activity (this letter must be accompanied by a fully completed
financial assistance request form)
 Reimbursement can be obtained upon a formal financial reimbursement request
with only original invoices attached. This request should be sent to NATO at the
earliest possible time.

Requirements in accordance with documents and vouchers:
 The content of any bill or invoice must be clearly recognizable, confusing
invoices will be rejected
 Only ORIGINAL invoices, taxi bills (attestation), restaurant bills (with the vendor‟s
data, date, amount and meals served) – TVA notes are not invoices, therefore
will be rejected
 Overwritten or corrected invoices are not acceptable
 Details on invoices must be genuine and not exaggerated
 In case of air travel an original invoice issued by the travel agency or by the
airlines is required, with the photocopy of the tickets attached
 Both the assistance and reimbursement request must be signed and stamped by
national authority, who can not be any of the participants of the subject activity
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 Basically only governmental accounts are accepted for reimbursement, but in
very exceptional cases, with the full justification and official authorization from the
requestor authority, private bank accounts can be applied

In this regard, and in accordance with the financial documents, National Authorities are
kindly reminded that granting of any NATO financial assistance is an exception to the
self-funding principle, which constitutes the basic principle of the financing policy.
1. The Financial Assistance Request form is designed to identify: number of
participants (not their names), approximate cost estimate, bank details and it is usually
accompanied by official letter in order to clarify the level of requesting subsidization
(basically it is 80%, but in some circumstances it can be more, up to 100%). Based on
that request event organizing body plans and requests needed money for financial
support. In compliance with official procedures this request must be presented 30
days prior to course, otherwise no reimbursement will be possible.

2. The Financial Reimbursement form must be presented after the course has taken
place and all exact information on expenses with bills and original invoices attached to
that. This form is usually presented via Nations‟ Embassies or Missions to NATO to the
Action Officer in charge:
Elman SAMADOV
LtCol, AZE AR
NATO HQ, IMS/C&RS/PSE
Phone: +3227072620
E-mail: crs.pse@hq.nato.int
The EAPWP Reference Numbers for the CIOR language courses 2007 (in the NATO
PRIME system for financial management) are:
- English Language Course IMS/CRS.909.5
- French Language Course IMS/CRS.909.6
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CIOR Language Academy 2007
Skopje, FYROM, 6-17 August 2007

CIOR EXPENSES FORM

NAME and RANK:
TOWN

COUNTRY

KM to Skopje

CAR/BUS

TRAIN

PLANE

COMING FROM:

BY:

TRAVEL EXPENSES:

MEALS:

€ ……………

TOTAL IN EUROS:

Travel expenses, proven with receipts, will be reimbursed on 6 August 2007 at CLA07.
Any questions regarding this requirement should be addressed to the Scholarship
Administrator, Dr. Isabella Zanetto at isabellazanetto@yahoo.it
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INTERALLIED CONFEDERATION
OF RESERVE
OFFICERS

CONFEDERATION INTERALLIEE
DES OFFICIERS DE
RESERVE

LANGUAGE ACADEMY

ACADEMIE DE
LANGUES

Niculae PASCUT
Maria PASCUT
Str.Tufisului nr.14, Sector 5
Cod postal 050317
Bucuresti ROMANIA
Dear Colonel and Mrs. Pascut,

June 6, 2007

It is with great pleasure that I take the opportunity to join my Macedonian colleagues in
inviting you to attend the Confederation of Interallied Officers of the Reserve, Language
Academy (CLA 07), to be hosted by the Military Reserve in Macedonia. The course is designed
to teach the official NATO languages, English and French, to attendees from affiliated CIOR
countries. Students will be attending from a wide range of NATO and Partnership for Peace
nations in order to learn the NATO languages and help eliminate the language barriers raised
during future NATO operations.
CLA 07 will convene 6-17 August 2007 at the Goce Delcev Barracks in Skopje,
Macedonia, sponsored by The Organization of Reserve Officers of Republic of Macedonia
(ORORM) MGen(R) Risto Damjanovski, President. The Host Nation Liaison Officer is Stojan
Kuzev to whom any questions may be directed regarding facilities and location or country
entrance requirements. We hope that you can join us in Skopje.

Charles L. Holsworth
Charles L. Holsworth, Col. USAFR
Director CIOR Language Academy

COLONEL CHARLES L. HOLSWORTH
DIRECTOR
CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY

5801 Brownsville Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15236 USA
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cholsworth@acba.org
tel: 412-653-2556
fax: 412-653-2558

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA

The State Secretary in the Ministry of Defence, Ms. Ljiljana Sterijovska and
the director of the General Staff, brigade general Zoran Dimov, have the honour to
invite You on the Open day in the framework of the Language Academy of the
International Confederation of Reserve Officers on August 10 2007, in the period
from 10 – 12:15 hours in the Goce Delcev barracks (in the facilities of the
Training and Education Centre, Dr. Joseph Kruzel and the Regional Training
Communications Centre).
The goal of the Open day is familiarization with the activities and meeting
participants of the Language Academy.

State Secretary

Director of GS of ARM

Ljiljana Sterijovska

Brig Gen Zoran Dimov

RSVP 070 358 312
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA

On the occasion of the Language Academy of the International
Confederation of Reserve Officers,
the State Secretary in the MOD of the Rep. of Macedonia and
the Director of GS of ARM
have the honour to invite You
on a cocktail
at August 10 2007, Friday, at 19:30 hours
in the Army Home
Confirmation for attendance
Tel: 3 28 – 25 – 83
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INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENCY (CANADA)

PRÉSIDENCE INTERNATIONALE (CANADA)

Chief Reserves and Cadets
National Defence Headquarters
101 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0K2
Canada
www.cior.net

Chef - Réserves et cadets
Quartier général de la Défense nationale
101 Promenade Colonel By
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0K2
Canada
www.cior.net

20 May 2008
CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY, ISTANBUL, TURKEY
OPEN DAY – 17 July 2008
Dear Distinguished Officers and Friends of the CIOR,
The 2008 session of the CIOR Language Academy (CLA 08) is being held at the Turkish Armed Forces Educational
Foundation, Haydarpasa Dormitory, Kadikoy, Istanbul Turkey, from 15 – 26 July 2008. Up to 100 students from
NATO, Mediterranean Dialogue (MD) and Partnership for Peace (PfP) nations will be immersed into this intensive
two-week program to learn basic and intermediate skills in one of NATO's two official languages.
CRITICAL TRAINING VALUE
The CIOR Language Academy is an important tool available to NATO, MD and PfP members; it develops a critical
skill set of reserve officers by increasing their ability to function in positions in multi-national environments and on
NATO operations. The CIOR Language Academy enables NATO, MD and PfP nations to expand their pool of
available personnel for international operations, as language is the most fundamental factor in achieving an
operationally effective officer in a multinational environment. Language training at the Academy is oriented toward
the NATO military lexicon, and focuses the student's attention in operating in a multi-national military environment.
This is a high value military training event, which produces practical and tangible results.
OPEN DAY INVITATION
The Presidency encourages all CIOR nations, especially those whose nations are represented by students at CLA-08,
to visit and see our Academy at work beginning at 1500 on July 17, 2008, and then join the students and other
diplomatic and military VIP’s at 1900 at a special reception at the Fenerbahce Officers Club, Deniz Restaurant. This
facility is at the Asian side of Istanbul, Kadikoy area and is being sponsored by our gracious hosts from Turkey.
Transportation will be provided by the host nation to and from the Language Academy site. We encourage you to
come and learn about the CIOR Language Academy and its importance in support of the Reserve Forces of our
countries.
Thank you in advance for your support to this important program.
Sincerely,
Carman R. McNary
Captain Navy (Canada)
President CIOR
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CLA STUDENT INFORMATION FORM
PLEASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION BELOW BY PRINTING CLEARLY:

Rank or Title: _________________________________________________________
If military, are you:

______ Reserve

______ Active

______ Retired

First name: ___________________________________________________________
Family name or Surname: _______________________________________________
Nationality: ___________________________________________________________
Home Address: ________________________________________________________
(w. postal code)
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Home telephone number: ________________________________________________
E-mail address: ________________________________________________________
Room number: ________________ Classroom number: _______________
Other personal information? ______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Departure information:
Departure day and date: _________________________________________________
Departure time: ________________________________________________________
Means of transport: _____________________________________________________
If flying, which airline, flight number, departure time? ___________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Last meal at CLA:

Friday lunch

Friday dinner

Saturday breakfast

Other departure information? ______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY 2007
FACULTY / STAFF APPLICATION FORM
Courses in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and French as a Foreign Language (FFL)

________________ 2007 at Skopje, FYROM
NAME:

RANK:

DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH:

COUNTRY:
PASSPORT No.:

ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
MILITARY AFFILIATION:

FAX:

E-MAIL:

Active
Reserve
Branch of Service

Retired

List any prior CIOR Language Academy Courses at which you served and explain what was your position
(everyone must reapply annually):

List all languages in which you have a working knowledge.

I am applying for a faculty
staff
position. State any special reasons why you feel especially
well qualified to serve in the position for CLA 07:

I understand that there are no CIOR funds available to pay my expenses and that I should coordinate with the
CIOR Vice President from my country to determine if other funding is possible.
Yes, I understand
I understand that if funding is not provided by my country, I am willing to pay for my own expenses of
attendance
Yes, I understand
A resume must be attached showing your education and experience in the position for which you are
applying. (For faculty: Teaching English or French as a Foreign Language, For staff: Public Affairs,
Administrative, etc.)

Applications must be submitted no later than February 14, 2007 and
will not be accepted after that date
Send to: Charles L. Holsworth, Academy Director
PHONE: 010-1-412-653-2556

cholsworth@acba.org
FAX: 010-1-412-653-2558

Copy to: Lin MacLean Academic Director
PHONE: 0044(0)1334 650023

lmm@tesco.net
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CONFÉDÉRATION INTERALLIÉE

INTERALLIED CONFEDERATION

DES OFFICIERS DE RÉSERVE

OF RESERVE OFFICERS

CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY (CLA)

The Interallied Confederation of Reserve Officers (CIOR) is a non-political, nongovernmental, non-profit
confederation of national reserve associations of the signatory countries of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO). CIOR objectives include increasing the defense capability of the North Atlantic
Alliance by maintaining close liaison with national defense organizations, fostering uniformity in the
duties, rights, training and deployment of reserve officers of the Alliance and developing relationships
among Alliance reserve officers in order to enhance professional knowledge and mutual understanding.
It is self-evident that communication among nations is vital to maintaining peaceful relations and
that within the context of the Alliance, the greater the level of English and French comprehension
and articulation, the greater the effectiveness of Alliance communications.
The primary mission of the Language Academy is to teach English and French as foreign languages
(EFL/FFL), by means of reservists instructing reservists of Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean
Dialogue (MD), neutral European and NATO nations. The Academy offers intensive courses teaching
EFL and FFL at 3 proficiency levels. Courses are designed to develop listening comprehension and
pronunciation skills. Conversation practice uses topical discussions in a military context. Learning
objectives include expanding the student's ability to interact intelligibly in a military context, expanding
the student's ability to interact in social situations, ensuring that the student is understood by native
speakers with minimal distraction of speech delivery, expanding the student's ability to understand what
the student hears in a military context, participating in group discussions, speaking with increased fluency
and minimal hesitation, comprehending short class lectures, comprehending the gist of conversational
English and French, expanding vocabulary in both written and spoken form and improving skill and
confidence in speaking and listening in English and French.
As a secondary mission, the Language Academy teaches cultural and military history as a supplement to
its language program. The culture/history of the host nation is normally provided by a host nation guest
lecturer and portions of the curriculum address CIOR background, philosophy of NATO and PfP as well
as the United Nations Peacekeeping.
The Academy convenes once annually for a period of two weeks. It also convenes at other times during
the year for one-week refresher courses.
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THE CIOR LANGUAGE ACADEMY 2008 (CLA08)

The Interallied Confederation of Reserve Officers (CIOR) is a non-political, nongovernmental, non-profit confederation of national reserve associations of the signatory
countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). CIOR objectives include
increasing the defense capability of the North Atlantic Alliance by maintaining close liaison
with national defense organizations, fostering uniformity in the duties, rights, training and
deployment of reserve officers of the Alliance and developing relationships among Alliance
reserve officers in order to enhance professional knowledge and mutual understanding.

It is self-evident that communication among nations is vital to
maintaining peaceful relations and that within the context of the Alliance,
the greater the level of English and French comprehension and articulation,
the greater the effectiveness of Alliance communications.
The primary mission of the Language Academy is to teach English and French
as foreign languages (EFL/FFL), by means of reservists instructing reservists of PfP, neutral
European and NATO nations. The Academy offers intensive courses teaching EFL and FFL at
3 proficiency levels. Courses are designed to develop listening comprehension and
pronunciation skills. Conversation practice uses topical discussions in a military context.
Learning objectives include expanding the student's ability to interact intelligibly in a
military context, expanding the student's ability to interact in social situations, ensuring that
the student is understood by native speakers with minimal distraction of speech delivery,
expanding the student's ability to understand what the student hears in a military context,
participating in group discussions, speaking with increased fluency and minimal hesitation,
comprehending short class lectures, comprehending the gist of conversational English and
French, expanding vocabulary in both written and spoken form and improving skill and
confidence in speaking and listening in English and French.
As a secondary mission, the Language Academy teaches cultural and military
history as a supplement to its language program. The culture/history of the host nation is
normally provided by a host nation guest lecturer and portions of the curriculum address
CIOR background, philosophy of NATO and PfP as well as the United Nations Peacekeeping.
The Academy convenes once annually for a period of two weeks. It also convenes at
other times during the year for one-week refresher courses.
CLA 08 will convene July 15, 2008 through July 26, 2008 at the Turkish Armed
Forces Educational Foundation, Haydarpasa Dormitory, Kadikoy, Istanbul Turkey, sponsored
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by Turkish Retired Officers Association-TROA (TESUD) of Turkey, Maj Gen (R) Riza
Kucukoglu, President. The Host Nation Liaison Officer is Col Cengiz Kurkcu.
The cost is still will be 300 Euros covering berthing, messing and sponsored
social activities for the two week course. A limited number of Scholarships are
available as provided by CIOR affiliated nations, as well as military units, non-governmental
organizations, individuals and other sources.
Fortunately, the CIOR Language Academy 2008 has again been endorsed by NATO in
the NATO Partnership Work Program (PWP). This is the primary source of student funding
assistance. This program allows most PfP countries to become eligible for financial support
and thus get a financial reimbursement for the expenses of the Officers attending the CIOR
Language Academy 2008. The basic subsidization level is 80% of the total expenses, but
based on a country request with the NATO application, the higher level (up to 100%) can be
approved. It is essential that all the requirements and circumstances of NATO Partnership
Work Program of Subsidisation, which are attached, are followed verbatim in order to get
any reimbursement.
Further details will soon follow and be available at www.cior.net
Don’t hesitate to contact us for any further information or inquiries.

Respectfully
Charles L. Holsworth, Col. USAFR
Director
CIOR Language Academy
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